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S h a y n a Jaco b s
News Editor

Havgrove is the only legislator to be
sworn in this week. He was sworn
With 11 legislators going into the in at the Sept. 27 general meeting.
semester, the Student Government
“I knew I had a lot of ideas when
Association has the sm allest quan
tity of representatives it has seen
in years. With a capacity set at 65,
five, eight and nine legislators were “We don’t even have one
in attendance at the first three
representative, for each
meetings. Three students have sub
m itted petitions with the required 1,000 students, in the
150 signatures, but have not yet
attended a meeting to be sworn in. legislature.”
“I think it looks horrible,” said A m y C hicken
Amy Chicken, SGA Vice President. SGA Vice President
“We don’t even have one representa
tive, for each 1,000 students, in the
legislature.”
it came to bettering the commu
Five votes are necessary to vote nity,” said Havgrove. “I wanted to
on legislation, so all bills passed be a voice for my student body and,
thus far are valid. In the past three especially as a minority, I want to
years, the number of legislators show people th at I can succeed.”
going into the fall semester ranged
Havegrove, a participant in varfrom 28 to 32.
SE E 'SGA' P. 5
Freshm an education major Craig.

uomimque wiison i me montcianon
Attendance a t the first three SGA m eetings, held in U niversity Hall room 1060, h as ranged from five to nine
leg islato rs, various ad visors and organizations seeking appropriations.

Standing On Shuttles
Prohibited By NJ . Transit

C h a n ta l G ab e l
A ssista n t News Editor

D o u g las M cIn tyre
C hief Copy ,Editor

Shuttle bus passengers are no
longer perm itted to stand while
the bus is in motion, based on
Montclair State University policy
set two weeks ago.
According to Elaine Cooper,
director of Transportation and
Parking Services, this policy was
advised by N.J. Transit. They noted
th at the shuttle buses we run now
cannot accommodate standing pas
sengers.
The shuttle buses do not have
places designated for standing
passengers to stabilize themselves
while the bus is moving. They must

Hangtags Stolen
From 19 Vehicles

retain their balance by holding onto
the backs of the seats or the one
vertical pole in the rear of the bus.
Shuttle bus drivers will now stop
taking passengers if all the seats
are filled to prevent passengers
from having to stand. This has led
to complaints about the Clove Road
Apartments stop th at the bus is
full by the time the shuttle reaches
the stop, after collecting passengers
from the Village, the N.J. Transit
deck and train station and Lot 28.
Patty Nojiri, a junior linguistics
major, has seen people standing on
shuttle buses in the past. “But not
recently,” she said, “If someone gets

hurt; if they fall or go through a
window, the driver is hablé.”
That is why drivers must now
regulate passengers, according to
Nojiri. She has heard drivers cite
this to passengers they have to
tu rn away due to a lack of open
seats.
Nojiri, a resident at the Village,
takes a shuttle bus from her apart
ment building to campus every day
for her classes, like most residents
at Clove Road or the Village.
Many commuter students also
use the shuttle buses during the
week to get to their classes, espe
cially freshmen and sophomores
who can only park in the N.J.
Transit deck.
In order to accommodate the
high number of passengers, Cooper
said, the university will be acquir
ing four new shuttle buses, expect
ed by the third week of October.
These larger buses are regular
transit buses, capable of holding 39
seated passengers and 11 standing
passengers, according to Cooper.
There will be no additional drivers
for these new buses, due to a lack of
funding, so they will run in place of
other shuttles on normal routes.
“I don’t think it’s going to cure
SEE ‘SHUTTLES’ P. 4

Since the beginning of the
semester, approximately 19 hangtags have been stolen from vehicles
on Montclair State’s campus, and
those only include the ones report
ed to the police.
While 19 seems like a lot this far
into the semester, Sergeant Kieran
B arrett said there are some years
where stolen hangtags are more
prevalent than other years. “Most
of the hangtags a re 'ta k e n from
unlocked vehicles or those left with
windows open,” said B arrett.
“Lock your vehicle, close your
windows and engage your security
device if you have one. Nobody asks
or is at fault when something is
stolen except the person commit
ting the crime. There are ways to
help prevent being a victim of such
crimes.”
B arrett added th at it’s impor
tan t for the MSU community to
report thefts right away. “While the
MSU Police Department is working
on the investigation and patrol ends
of the situation, making it harder
for the thief by locking doors and
closing windows is the best preven
tative measure th at can be taken,”
he said.
The UPD has made specific
patrol patterns established to con
trol the robberies with marked and
unm arked police patrol, as well

as continuing to provide aggres
sive patrol and awareness of stolen
hangtags.
“People are leavingtheir windows
down and their doors unlocked,”
said Officer Rich Williams of the
University Police. “That’s why their
hangtags are getting stolen.”
Williams estim ates th at 80 per
cent of the hangtag thefts would
have been prevented if the victims’
cars were secure.

“People are leaving their
windows down and thendoors unlocked... that’s
why their hangtags are
getting stolen.”
O ffice r R ich W illia m s
Montclair State University
Police Department

“All lots are patrolled regularly,
but if a vehicle is left unlocked,
a person on patrol isn’t going to
know th at someone sitting in
it is not the authorized owner,”
said Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life
SEE ‘HANGTAGS’ P. 4
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MSU Campus Calendar
MTV Real World Speakers,
Memorial Auditorium, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, 29

SAVE Awareness Table, SC
Lobby, 11 a.m.
Kaleidoscope, Kasser Theater,
7:30 p.m.

MEGA Red Hawk Nite!, SC, 8
p.m.
. SATURDAY, 30
Floatbuilding, Lot 23,9 a.m.

TUESDAY, 3
Creative Arts-Stress Relief:
Drop-In Center, 12 p.m.

- Psychology
Club
appropriation passed
- Chinese Club appro
priation passed
- Japan Club appropria
tion passed
- Jeremy Slagle elected
President Pro Tempore

WEDNESDAY, 4
Parade, Amphitheater, 3 p.m.

Montclarion

Organizations
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Clothesline Project & Cell
Phone Drive, SC Quad, 11 a.m.
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Chinese Club, Chinese Moon
Festival, SC Ballrooms, 7 p.m.
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SUNDAY, 1
Celebrity Basketball, Panzer
Gym, 12 p.m.
MSU Walk, SC Quad, 10 a.m.
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corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
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Editor-In-Chief Karl deVries at
(973) 655-5230.
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The Police
Report:
Underage Drinking Raids MSU
Residence Halls
9/18/06 - A staff member reported a vend
ing machine holding feminine products
vyas broken into,. This case is under inves
tigation.
9/18/06 - A student reported the theft
of a hangtag in their unsecured vehicle
while parked in Lot 25. This case is under
investigation.
9/18/06 - A student reported the damage
of the roof of her vehicle while parked in
Lot 22. This case is under investigation.
9/22/06 - Students Kalim Sheikh and
Anthony Cincotta were charged with
serving alcohol to minors while in Blanton
Hall. Students Allyson Dicaro, Christina
Demchak and non-student Stephen Elgart
were charged with underage consump
tion of alcohol while in Blanton Hall. All
are awaiting a court date in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
9/24/06 - Students Richard Natale, James
Catrillo, Mark Offitto, Katie Miller and
Jeannmarie Atieh were charged with
underage consumption of alcohol while
in Stone H all. All are awaiting a court
date in Little Falls Municipal Court.
9/24/06 - Ashley Dorian, Kellen Dunbar,
Maria Dimitrakis, Toni Marabello and
Kelly O'Connor and non-student Maria
Mousharis were charged with underage
consumption of alcohol while in Freeman
Hall. All are awaiting a court date in
Montclair Municipal Court.
9/25/06 - A student reported damage to
his motorcycle while parked in Lot 45.
This case is under investigation.

Anyone w ho has inform ation regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campu^ phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

IRVINGTON - Anyone caught
smoking in Irvington-owned
vehicles, whether police, fire
fighters or street sweepers, can
be fined up to $500.
The new ordinance, however,
is aimed at riders on a new
shuttle bus coming to town.
But it will apply to everyone
using township-owned vehicles,
Mayor Wayne Smith said.
“We wanted a standard pol
icy th at applies to everybody so
no one feels like they’re being
picked on,” the mayor said yes
terday.

Smith said smoking is not an
issue on a bus for seniors, But
it could be for the new shuttle
th at w ill' transport residents
from underserved areas of the
township to the Irvington Bus
Terminal, he said.
NEWARK - The All Jersey
Multiplex Cinemas opened 15
years ago in Newark, giving
youths and residents in the
Ironbound a chance to go to the
movies in their own neighbor
hood.
That local option for the East

National News
BAILEY, CO - An armed stand
off at a high school in Bailey,
Colorado, ended after three
hours Wednesday with a hos
tage and the gunman dead.
The gunman walked into the
school and took hostages in a
classroom, where he later fatal
ly shot a female student and
turned the gun on him self as
a SWAT team stormed inside,
authorities said.
Local m edia and the
Associated Press
identi
fied the Platte Canyon High
School student as 16-year-old
Emily Keyes, citing co-workers,

NEWARK - Essex County
authorities are offering a $5,000

reward for information on the
strangling of a 16-year-old girl
whose body was found in an
abandoned house in June.
A passerby spotted the body
ofDeena Warren of East Orange
on June 19 in a house at 30
F irst St., Newark police said.
Authorities believe the body had
been in the dwelling for a .day or
two before the discovery. %
Warren, who police described
as a chronic runaway, had been
reported missing by her, parents
about four months earlier./-

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

friends and classmates. She was
flown to St. Anthony Central
Hospital in Denver, where she
died at 4:32 p.m., said hospital
spokeswoman Bev Lilly.
SAN FRANSISCO, CA - In a
move backers hope will change
the U.S. approach to the problem
of global warming, California
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
signed a law on Wednesday
aimed at reducing the state’s
greenhouse gas emissions.
“We have begun a bold new
era of environmental protec
tion here in California th at will

International News
BAGHDAD - With the Islamic
holy month of Ramadan unde
way, insurgent attacks in Iraq
have risen in the past two
weeks, particularly in Baghdad,
a U.S. m ilitary commander said
Wednesday.
“This has been a tough week,”
Maj. Gen. William Caldwell said.
“This week’s suicide attacks
were at their highest level of
any given week.”
About half of those attacks
targeted
security
forces,
Caldwell said.
He said around 50 percent

Ward is gone now. The theater,
on Foundry Street near Routes
1&9, closed on Sept. 4.
The
owners, N ational
A m usem ents,
Inc.,
of
M assachusetts, shut the 3,000seat facility due to businessrelated factors, said Wanda
Whitson, a company spokes
woman
She said the theater had 27
employees, all of whom have
been offered other jobs.

change the course of history,”
the Republican governor said.
The measure passed by the
Democratic-led Legislature last
month caps the state’s man
made greenhouse gas emis
sions. The most populous U.S.
state seeks to reduce its emis
sions to 1990 levels by 2020, a
cut of about 25 percent.
MARTINEZ, CA - California
judge sentenced 17-year-old
Scott Dyleski to life in prison
without parole for bludgeoning
the wife of a prominent crimi
nal defense attorney to death.

“You do not deservo to live
among decent people,” Judge
Barbara Zuniga told Dyleski.
“You concealed your identity
by wearing a mask and gloves,
by wearing a long coat,”; the
judge added, describing the cir
cumstances of the crime.
> “You planned this, sir, and
this was a very brutal killing,”
she continued. “As she lay dying
at your feet, you proceeded to
stab her. That was unneces
sary. You added to her pain,
Mr, Dyleksi.” Victim Pamela
Vitale’s, parents gave tearful
statements.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

of car bombings were suicide
strikes, blam ing “terrorists”
and “illegal armed groups” for
attacks during Ramadan, which
began Saturday.
ST. PETERSBURG - The moth
er of Russia’s last czar, forced
into exile by the Bolshevik revo
lution, was to be laid to rest next
to her family on Thursday, as
Russia tries to make peace with
its dark past.
Empress M aria Fyodorovna
fled Russia after her son, Czar
Nicholas II, was murdered by a

Bolshevik firing squad. Eightyseven years on, she is to be
reburied in the imperial crypt
beside her son and husband in
accordance with her final wish
es.
“Historical justice is being
restored,” said Tatyana Larina,
curator o f . an exhibition on
Fyodorovna.
The return of the. Empress’s
remains from Denmark was if
personal initiative of Russian
President Vladimir Putin, a for
mer Soviet spy who has revived
some of Russia’s old imperial

grandeur to symbolize his coun
try’s revival.
BANGKOK - An early draft of
a tem porary constitution for
Thailand th at m ilitary rulers
are to unveil this weekend gives
them the power to intervene in
government, one of its drafters
said Thursday.
Legal experts criticized the
draft text, which was obtained
by local media, saying it showed
th at Thailand’s coup leaders
have no intention of completely
relinquishing power.

www.themontdarion.c
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Homecoming Events Amended
K a rl d e V rie s
Editor-In-Chief

M ontclair State University’s annual
Homecoming Week is in full swing as orga
nizations and students across campus host
the six days of festivities. Culminating
with Saturday’s parade and football game,
Homecoming represents an opportunity for
the university MSU community to show their
pride. Logistical changes from years past
have already characterized Homecoming,
2006.
“Events have been a lot more well attend
ed,” observed Laura Hutcheon, President of
the College Life Union Board, which works
with the Center for Student Involvement in
coordinating this week’s events. “We hope to
see a lot more school spirit.”
The week was kicked off with the tra
ditional “King and Queen Talent Show,”
which was held in the Memorial Auditorium,
replacing the Student Center Ballroom. This
was a decision made in response to the
“standing room only” conditions of previous
years. Approximately 650 people attended
the show out of the 988 seats. Other events
included “Red Hawk Day” on Tuesday and
“Celebrity Softball” on Wednesday, featuring
numerous campus figures and authorities.
MTV’s “The Real World” personalities
Landon and Johanna will appear along with
“Road Rules” actors Derek and Rachel in the
Memorial Auditorium at 8 p.m. where they
will sign autographs and pose for pictures
on Thursday. Friday includes an ice cream

social and a “mega” Red Hawk Nite, in which
Damian the Hypnotist, sponsored by Contiki
Tours, will be giving away a spring break
package. The main festivities, however, are
reserved for Saturday, including float build
ing, the Homecoming parade and the football
game.
Last year’s parade was forced to move
inside due to inclement weather, with the
traditional Friday night float building moved
to the Red Hawk parking deck Similarly,
organization performances were held at the
Memorial Auditorium, featuring the float
backdrops onstage.
This year, barring a repeat of severe
outdoor conditions, the performances will
be held at the am phitheater next to the
Alexander Kasser Theater. Thus, the parade
route, which traditionally had snaked around
Upper Mountain Avenue and Mt. Hebron
Road, has now been confined strictly to the
campus grounds. “Hopefully it will make the
process ru n more smoothly,” said Hutcheon.
Float building will take place in Lot 23,
beginning at 9 a.m. The decision to move
the tim e of float-building was made to “keep
everyone in line a little bit more,” according
to Hutcheon, as past float-building nights
had been m arred by the abuse of alcohol on
the p art of MSU students.
“I think th at’s ridiculous th at the school
would do th at and I think it’s another exam
ple of poor planning that has been done with
Homecoming this year. People are going to
do what they want to do no m atter what,”
rem arked Andrew Ward, junior English
major and brother of Theta Xi, where he

serves as the Homecoming committee chair
man. Katie Day, junior dietetics major and
Phi Sigma Sigma sister, mentioned, “it’s a
little crazy building a float and then getting

“ ... I think it’s another example
o f poor planning that has been
done with Homecoming this
year. People are going to do
what they want to do no matter

w oH ssjB« d H a io c o p ro

what”

¡ S

K

Andrew Ward
Theta Xi Homecoming Committee Chairman

ready to perform all w ithin a few hours.”
Complaints have also been raised about
the date of the performance; whereas the
Homecoming parade had been held on O ct
8 last year and Oct. 16 in 2004, the date of
Sept. 29 has m eant less time for Greek orga
nizations to complete their “rush,” or recruit
ment, season. “It really cuts into the tim e to
prepare for the performances th a t Greek life
usually puts forward. They know we have
other things going on,” added Ward.
The full response will not be fully gauged
until the conclusion of Saturday’s itiner
ary. W hether or not any objections to the
Homecoming changes will affect next year’s
festivities remains to be seen.
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SHUTTLES

HANGTAGS

CONTINUED FROM R 1

CONTINUED FROM R 1

the problem,” said Angelo Lilia, Student
Government Association President. “It will
help alleviate it though.”
The new buses will serve shuttle routes to
the Village, Lot 28, and the N.J. Transit train
station and parking garage, said Cooper.
These routes typically have a high passenger

demand during the day.
Additionally, an express route, called the
“Mini C” route, runs between the student
center and the Clove Road stop. The “Mini
C” route, which started Sept. 26, is ju st a
pilot program, and will be implemented next
semester if it proves successful.

Karen Pennington. “The lots are currently
safe.”
Elaine Cooper, Director of Transportation
and Parking Services, said it’s im portant to
report the stolen hangtag as soon as possible,
because parking services will replace the
hangtag with a new one. Students who don’t
make police reports will have to pay another
$75 to get a new one.
“People wait days to report such thefts and
have gone to many locations both on and off
campus since the actual theft,” said B arrett.

it all day.
While there has been speculation that
students are stealing hangtags because
there are none left to purchase, Cooper
denied the accusation saying there is actu
ally a two-third, one-third ratio in hangtags,
two for every parking space. “There isn’t a
shortage of hangtags, there is a shortage
of parking spaces,” she said. Cooper added
th at emphasis on parking spaces is limited
to commuters because they have to drive no
m atter what, and people with seniority.

“People wait days to report such thefts and have gone to many
locations both on and off campus since the actual theft.”
S e rg e a n t K ie ra n B a rrett
Montclair State University Police Department

He added th at sometimes the theft can’t even
be deterred as to whether it happened on or
off campus, but th at the hangtags are most
likely stolen during the day, because people
tend to leave their windows open and cars
unlocked more often at th at time.
B arrett included th at perm its th at are
reported lost or stolen are removed from
the system and flagged as not issued any
more, making the thief who is caught subject
to crim in al charges as well as prohibited
from other university sanctions. To catch
the people with the stolen hangtags, how
ever, Officer Williams said the UPD simply
doesn’t have the manpower to check every
hangtag’s number and name th at belongs to

SGA Chief Justice Joe Specchio had his
hangtag stolen from his vehicle, but believes
every student pays for the consequences.
“My hangtag was stolen from my unlocked
door, but you pay for the mistakes you make,”
Specchio said. “I got a ticket every day after
th at until I bought a new one.”
Specchio along with students and SGA
legislators presented parking concerns and
inqueries to Cooper at the weekly SGA meet
ing on Sept. 27.
Cooper invited students to forward any
questions regarding parking or transpor
tation to her via email at coopere@mail.
montclair.edu.
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SGA
CONTINUED FROM R 1

iotis organizations at his high school, said
th at the best way to elicit new members is
to meet and approach students and tell them
th at they can help evoke change by becom
ing an SGA legislator, and that this method
would be more effective than posting flyers
and making general announcements.
At the Sept. 27 election for SGA President
Pro Tempore, the three candidates were
asked what should be done to recruit legisla
tors.
“We need to go out to the Class One orga
nizations and make sure they have represen
tatives,” said Jeremy Slagle, newly elected
President Pro Tempore.
A bill mandating th at each of the nine
Class One organizations must contribute a
representative to the SGA, was passed last
semester. The vote was tied and then decided
by the Vice President, who votes only in the
event of a tie.
According to Chicken and President
Angelo Lilia, letters of notification are being
sent to the Class One organizations this
week. Representatives of Class One orga
nizations do not need to fulfill the 150-sig
nature quota, they need only to fill out a
membership form, and representatives of
individual university Colleges and Schools
need 50 signatures.
Last semester ASSIST, Players, WMSC
and the Organization of Students for African
Unity were the four Class Ones represented,
however they were represented prior to the
bill’s passing.
Pro Tempore candidate Ralph Mullenax
said the SGA needs to spark students’ inter
est and th at prospects are attracted to the
potential of meeting friends and the feeling
th at they belong to something.
The SGA holds weekly meetings on
Wednesdays at 3 p.m in University Hall and
legislators are required to join a committee
th at meets weekly. Two absenses are allowed
per semester. Judicial and executive branch
members have additional responsibilities.
A prospective legislator must get 150 sig
natures on a petition to be initiated.
“It’s not th at hard to get 150 signatures
and become a legislator,” said Joe Perri, SGA
cabinet member and Director of Marketing
and Publicity.
“A legislator makes everything happen
th at is happening in school, and I don’t think
people are as aware of it as they could be,” he
added. .
Various SGA members have said th at new
recruitm ent methods are being discussed.
An unofficial meeting was called prior to

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon

Shuttle stop at the Red Hawk D eck is the first stop fo r buses com ing from the N.J. Tran sit D eck and The V illag e. R esidents and commut
e rs rely on sh u ttles, w hich run 2 4 hours, to get around cam pus.

“It’s not that hard to get 150 sig
natures and become a legislator.”
Jo e P erri
SGA Cabinet Member and Director of Marketing
and Publiçity

the first session, which had never happened
before, according to Lilia.
Dean of Students Rose Mary Howell is a
faculty advisor to the SGA.
“I have supported the plans and initia
tives of the SGA to increase the number of
legislators and have referred many students
during the past three and a half weeks of the
semester to the SGA Office to obtain instruc
tions on becoming a legislator,” she said.
“Being a legislator enhances your col
lege experience and allows you to learn and
develop many skills th at will be useful after
graduation.”

The m ajority of reported th efts on cam pus in the first few w eeks of school have been of parking hangtag perm its, stu d en ts are charged a
$ 7 5 fine for replacing a perm it if they do not report one sto len.
__________._________ ___________________________________ _________________
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Taking On The Sum m er In S ic ily
abroad program offered by the university.
The program is open to both undergraduate
and graduate students, as well as non-MSU
Sicily is an island in the sky, a land students, and offers the opportunity to earn
of rocky peaks, rolling yellow hills, green six credits. Intrigued, I visited the program’s
orchards, and vineyards. It sits a t the tip website and continued communication with
of Italy, kissed by the sun as an eternal Dr. Dawn Marie Hayes, the Director of the
crossroads of the M editerranean. This sum Institute, Due to a generous grant from Mr.
mer, I was given the opportunity to yisit this Angelo R. Cali ’36 and a scholarship from
enchanting place through the creation of MSUs Joseph and Elda Coccia Institute, I
MSUs International Summer Institute in was flying across the Atlantic Ocean toward
Sicily. It was an experience th at changed the island in the sky with a wonderful group
the very fiber of my being—one which has of students by the end of June. It was to be
regretfully come to an end. I hope to share the opportunity of a lifetime and one I am
forever grateful I was able to take.
here just a small bit of the magic of Sicily.
During the spring semester of 2006, I
was invited to learn more about a new study
SEE ‘SICILY’ ON P. 9
K a te rin a K a ris
S ta ff W riter

The Absolute
Best Way
To Motivate
Yourself
Rob G ilb e rt, PhD .
Departm ent o f Exercise Scien ce and Physical
Education

courtesy of www.eleganthack.com

MSU Sanctions Mousehunt
courtesy of notableblographles.com

How do you get started? By getting started.
Put your body in motion and your emotions
will follow.

a t Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fla.
An exceptionally high amount of the final
interviewees who were admitted to the pro
gram cleared customs, as 25 out of 29 were
given the green light to travel stateside. “The
folks in the [Chinese] government were very
helpful ” remarked School of Business Dean
Alan Oppenheim, who oversaw MSUs end of
the program. The “enormous” logistical issues
(including meals, housing, transportation and

What is the absolute best way to motivate
yourself? Reading this article will not do it.
BUT, if you do what this article suggests,
you’ll get motivated. If you put the ideas
from this article into action, you’ll get moti
vated. Absolutely, positively guaranteed.
Words won’t motivate you. Actions will.
Your actions will change your attitudes, your
motions will change your emotions, and your
movements will change your moods.
Let me tell you a sto ry . . .
Many years ago, Nobel Prize-winning
novelist Sinclair Lewis was scheduled to give
an all-day seminar for college students on
writing.
Lewis began the seminar with a simple
question: “How may of you really intend to
be writers?”
All the students in th at room raised their
hands.
After slowly looking around, Lewis packed
up his briefcase and said, “In th at case, my
advice to you is to go home and write.”
And with that, the great Sinclair Lewis
left!
This famous w riter knew the secret. You
could think about writing, you could talk
about writing, you could attend seminars on
writing, but if you really want to be a writer,

SE E ‘MOUSEHUNT’ ON P. 7

SEE ‘MOTIVATE’ ON P. 9

courtesy of Dr. Jack Samuels

K a rl d e V rie s
Editor-In-Chief

For those who have had the opportunity
to study abroad, it is often regarded as the
experience of a lifetime. Absorbing the cul
ture of a foreign land, making new friends
and traveling to famous landmarks leaves an
impression upon the college student th at pro
vides irreversible personal change. Similarly,
for a university and a business conglomerate,
a chance to diversify its student population/

workforce is equally appealing. This fall, for
25 Chinese students from four universities, a
lifelong dream has been fulfilled through the
cooperation of the Disney Corporation and
Montclair State University.
The “International Attraction and Tourism
Management Program” was initiated this
summer after two years of research and
preparation on the part of MSU adm inistra
tors and faculty. Through the university,
Chinese students were processed through
U.S. customs and allowed to work and study

Foods That Can And Will Promote Good Health
Ja m es C a rp e n tie r
S ta ff W riter

Jessica Sprovlero I The Montclarlon

Besides ice packs, aspirin and other painrelievers, Montclair State University stu
dents, athletes, non-athletes, faculty and staff
should also note nutrition’s major role in the
healing of injuries and lessening of inflamma
tion. Certain foods and beverages can affect
both the short and long-term duration of
sports, work and home-related injuries such
as sprains, strains, cuts, bruises, swelling and
broken bones.
Researchers are finding th at what one
consumes following an injury and during the
treatm ent phase can either promote recovery
or, in some cases, delay healing. And not only
does nutrition positively or negatively affect

injury rehabilitation, but it also aids or hin
ders recovery of general and/or chronic muscle
or joint soreness following intense exercise
workouts, practices and games for athletes
and non-athletes. These same anti-inflam
matory foods and beverages promote the
healing of injuries and are also excellent for
post-workout/post-practice/postgame muscle
and joint recovery.
Jean Carper, author and nutrition colum
nist for USA Weekend magazine, mentions
th at both non-athletes and athletes need
to be aware of the dangers of inflammation
in the body “characterized by pain, redness
and swelling,” and if not properly addressed,
scientists have discovered th at prolonged
inflammation contributes to diseases such
as asthm a, diabetes, heart attacks, strokes,

Alzheimer’s, arthritis, depression and can
cer.
Foods rich in Vitamin C (citrus fruits,
strawberries, kiwis and peppers) and Vitamin
E (nuts, olive oil) have anti-inflammatory
effects. Omega-3 rich fish oil and fatty salt
water fish (salmon, tuna, mackerel) also
fight inflammation, besides the widespread
publicity in recent years of such fish benefit
ing both heart and brain health. Scientists
have also found how seafood combats inflam
mation in cases of arthritis, asthma, psoria
sis, ulcerative colitis, depression and Crohn’s
Disease. Fish high in omega-3 fatty acids
are particularly beneficial to rheumatoid
arthritis sufferers. “Several clinical trials
SE E ‘HEAL’ ON P. 11

www.themontclarion.org
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The program concludes a t the end of the
fall semester, when the students who success
fully complete the requirements will receive a
certificate of completion from Disney, a certifi
cate of International Attractions and Tourism
Management from MSU and 12 credits for
their universities back home. Hinging on
their abilities to get their visas extended,
several of the Chinese students may return
to MSU for the spring semester to continue
studying for their MBAs.
Disney currently has one theme park
located near central Hong Kong, where it
relies on the abilities of its employees to
speak both Chinese and English. Needless
to say, 25 students should find themselves
very qualified to work there once they return
home. “The kids got fabulous training,” said
Dean Oppenheim, who also added th at MSU
is looking forward to repeating this program
in the future. “Everybody wins.”

■

courtesy of Dr. Jack Samuels

visas) were handled by M arina Cunningham,
Executive Director of the Global Education
Center.
Last year, Central Michigan University
attem pted the same program, only to pro
vide insufficient information to governmental
authorities and failed to structure their pro
gram w ith an appropriate academic program
for Disney, resulting in an aborted process.
With consideration for this, MSU provided a
wealth of information and background on the
students, only to have the program held up
nearly eight weeks, as Disney had to consider
the university’s request.
Arriving on Aug. 7, the 25 students stayed
at MSU for eight days, in which they made
two day trips into New York City, as well
as an upstate N.Y. trip to New Paltz, Lake
Minnewaska and other locations. A t MSU,
they were briefed on two cultures: th at of
file Disney workforce and th at of the United
States. The issues of housing, working con
ditions and even sex were addressed under
the supervision of Department of M arketing
and coordinator of the leisure industries and
tourism program professor Dr. Jack Samuels
and Management and Information Systems
professor Dr. Ruben Xing.
According to Dr. Samuels, the educa
tion worked both ways, as “a window on
the Chinese culture” and the effects of the
“Chinese capitalist-system” were made clear
as the two men spent time with the students.

“They’d laugh every time at the fact th at so
many American products were actually made
in China,” he added. While many of them
found the American pace of life “too fast,” it
was opinioned th at they are a “little bit more
ambitious than Americans.”
At WDW, the students learned through
both class time and on-site experience.
Initially, they had to undergo Disney’s stan
dard “Traditions” program, a five-hour lec
ture detailing the general expectations and
responsibilities of employees. In addition,
three-credit courses similar to M SUs General
Education requirements and approved by the
American Council of Education were offered
(communications, human resources, etc.), in
which students select one or two classes from
a list of eight. And for those wishing to delve
further into their studies, Disney offered an
executive lecture series.
At the park, students worked the standard
entry-level jobs, ranging from food service,
retail and operations (amusements, monorail,
etc.). As Dr. Samuels mentions, “a lot of dif
ferent educational experiences” were offered,
allowing students interested in becoming bot
anists, zoologists, oceanographers and ecolo
gists (to name a few examples) a window into
the professional world. With such a diverse
lineup of career fields, it’s no wonder th at the
Disney Corporation was voted the “best place
in the United States to start a career” in the
Sept. 18 issue of Business Week.

in *

Jessica Sprovlero I The Montclarion

YOU HA VE A GIFT TO GIVE
B e c o m e an
Egg Do n o r
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S ain t B a r n a b a s

Me d i c i n e & S c i e n c e

This is why the National MS Society funds
more research and provides more ser
vices for people with multiple sclerosis
than any other organization in the world.
But w e can't do it alone.
To help make the dream of ending MS
come true, call 1-800-FIGHT MS or visit
us online at nationalmv Society.org.

W W W .S B IV F .C O M

at

So m e d ream s are universal: hitting a
ball over the G reen Monster; winning
the World S e rie s with a grand slam in
the bottom of the ninth inning. Finding
out that you have MS is not one of them.
Multiple scle ro sis is a devastating di
s e a s e of the central nervous system
where the body's immune system attacks
the insulation surrounding the nerves. It
strikes adults in the prime of life — and
changes lives forever!

W OM EN A G E S 2 1 - 3 1

gIn s t i t u t e ' f o r

N obody dreams
o f having
m ultiple sclerosis
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oin more than 250 music students, faculty and special guest in a 90-minute, non-stop musical
extravaganza featuring classical, contemporary, microtonal, jazz and choral compositions. Certainly
the best way to sample the next generation of musicians from The John J. Cali School of Music.

PAF
NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS
THROUGH PERFORMING ARTS FEE

Discounts for M SU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni.
Convenient parking located adjacent to the Kasser Theater.

À

MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

For tickets or more information please call 9 7 3 - 6 5 5 - 5 1 1 2

Check online for more performances at

w w w .peakpevfs.org

www.themontclarion.org
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SICILY
CONTINUED FROM R 6

Upon my arrival, I became immediately
aware of the island’s richness and diversity
of culture. To be Sicilian is to be unique. The
island could be its own country because of its
difference in comparison to the mainland. I
doubt there is another place quite like Sicily.
Each culture left its own mark, whether sepa
rately or by building on previous ideas and
structures so th at you end up with a conglom
eration like sedimentary layers of rock. Each
layer is a discovery of the period in which it
was created. Each peojple brought its own art,
laws and social systems. The Greeks brought
art, architecture, philosophy and drama; the
Romans organized the cities and instituted
a legal system; the Byzantines cultivated

Christianity on the island and produced
religious art; and the Muslims brought Islam
along with their own philosophies. Of the
Normans, we can attribute to them the unity
of the Catholic religion on this island and the
beginnings of the language change to Italian.
Each occupation added to the existing knowl
edge and systems in literature, religion, law,
arts, sciences, m aths and philosophy, making
the island possibly the world’s first multicul
tural society.
My understanding of the island’s history
was gleaned both in the classroom and “in
the field.” While we studied and discussed
Sicilian history, we also were able to view and
even touch it through our various excursions.

courtesy of kilby.stanfbrd.edu

courtesy of kllby.stanford.edu

As a group, we visited Palermo, Monreale
and Acireale, the latter for a traditional
puppet performance. Moreover, we were pro
vided a variety of opportunities to visit other
cities through an affiliate school, Babilonia Center for Italian Studies. We were engulfed
in history. In addition to historical study,
insight into the current societal situation
of Sicily took place during the migrations
course, providing an awareness of the people
from all over the world who are currently
migrating to the island.
Finally, the natural beauty of the island
never failed to amaze me. I was told that
lemon and orange trees grow there like
weeds, but one will also find organized
orchards. Draping terracotta roofs and the
walls of narrow alleyways were the lush
violet blossoms of bougainvillea, while ivory

and blushing oleander embellished gardens
and walkways. Amidst the towering ancient
temples ofAgrigento, we found almond and fig
trees. The landscape was a contrast of sharp,
gray mountain peaks, sloping to green fields
of orange trees or grapevines, and ascending
again over hills adorned in golden grasses. Of
course, this ecological picture is not complete
without the deep blues and aquas of the
M editerranean enfolding the island.
So how does one describe Sicily? It cannot,
be compared to any other place in the world.
My fellow peers and I were able to explore
this distinctive land for an entire month. We
had the experience of a lifetime because Sicily
is unique—a colorful palette of cultural, his
torical and ecological beauty th at will touch
anyone who takes the opportunity to explore
this enchanting terra Sima.

MOTIVATE
CONTINUED FROM R 6

courtsey of bankfbrt.berfcley.edu

you have to write. Very simply, w riters must
write.
Nothing will motivate you as quickly and
effectively as taking action.
Remember this acronym ACE:
•Action Creates Excitement.
•Action Creates Enthusiasm.
•Action Creates Energy.
•If you’re not motivated — act motivated.
•If you’re not excited — act excited.
•If you’re not energized — act energized.
Fm sure you’ve heard the old maxim,
“Fake it “til you make it.” Good advice. You
should also “Fake it “til you feel it.” Once you
put your body in motion, the emotions will
follow. As they say in Alcoholics Anonymous
about attending meetings, “Bring your body
and your mind will follow.” If you wait until
you feel like it, you might never do it. But,
once you start doing it, you’re more likely to

feel like doing it.
•Keepactingmotivateduntilyoufeelmotivated.
•Keep acting excited until you feel excited.
•Keep acting energized until you feel ener
gized.
Right now, if you’re going to class, your
job is to act energized, excited and interested,
even if you don’t feel like it.
You might not be able to change your
feelings right now but you’re always able to
change your actions. And when you change
your actions, your feelings will follow.
“Your thoughts determine what you want.
Your actions determine what you’ll get.”

For more motivation, call Dr. Gilbert’s Success
Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Three-minute
recorded messages are available 24/7/365.
New messages are recorded every morning
at 7:30.

www.themontdarion.org
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HEAL
CONTINUED FROM R 6
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found th at eating three grams of fish fats
a day relieved the joint pain, swelling, and
morning stillness of rheumatoid arthritis and
reduced the need for drugs. Fish oil seems to
cut the inflammation th at causes rheumatoid
arthritis symptoms,” according to Prevention
magazine.
The'herb turm eric (an ingredient in mus
tard), has also been shown to have anti
inflammatory qualities, according to lets
talkhealth.com, which mentions th at “tur
meric contains curcumin, which is an even
better anti-inflammatory than cortisone, one
of the most powerful of the steroids.” And
Carper also states th at curcumin is found
in curry powder. Athletes and non-athletes
alike who experience chronic shoulder, back
and knee pain, for example, may take note
of curcumin’s powerful role in easing inflam
mation. Another wonderful anti-inflamma
tory food is eggplant, which “contains the
im portant mineral potassium, as well as
phytochemicals th at have antihistam inic,
anti-inflammatory and antioxidant quali
ties,” according to nj.com.
It was previously mentioned how black
and green tea, red wine and beer were anti
inflammatory beverages. However, athletes
and non-athletes should focus on the number

one beverage to reduce inflammation: Plain,
ordinary water. Athletes must not only drink
ample amounts of water to prevent dehydra
tion during workouts, practices and games,
but also use water in solid form (when ice
packs are topically applied immediately fol
lowing an injury to prevent inflammation
such as swelling). When consumed in liquid
form, it can hasten recovery during injury
rehabilitation and also help heal chronic
joint and back pain. According to Ferydoon
Batmanghelidj, M.D., author of Your Body’s
Many Cries For Water (Global Health, 1995),
“Ulcers, asthm a, high blood pressure (hyper
tension), high cholesterol, back and joint
pain (arthritis), chronic fatigue syndrome,
breast cancer, overweight problems, stress
and depression are ju st some of the condi
tions th at respond well to an adequate water
intake.” Jane E. Brody, health columnist for
The New York Times, also mentions water’s
role in injury prevention. ‘She cites IDEA,
an international health and fitness organi
zation, which points out, “Water regulates
body tem perature, transports nutrients and
oxygen, carries away waste, helps detoxify
the kidneys and fiver, dissolves vitamins
and minerals, and cushions the body from
injury.” Perhaps a case could be made that

rw w r

-y
-

courtesy of gelcandleshop.com

dehydrated athletes face a greater risk of
injury, another reason not to refuse water
bottles from team trainers during practices
and games.
Another common beverage w ith anti
inflammatory properties is milk. It has
been well documented how the calcium and
Vitamin D in milk builds strong bones (cal
cium and Vitamin D-rich foods and beverages
are also advisable not only in maintaining
and building bone density, but for preventing
broken bones and also helping broken bones
heal faster). Men’s Health magazine states
how milk may also be an anti-inflammatory
based on laboratory studies with animals.
Scientists have found th at the conjugatedlinoleic acid (CLA) in milk can “enhance
immune function, reduce inflammation and
protect against cancer in animals.”
Beware of high-protein diets, sugary
foods, white rice, white potatoes, white bread,
over-processed cereals, cooking foods on high
heat (especially meats) and foods containing
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omega-6 fats, such as com and soybean oils.
They all provoke inflammation, according to
Carper. She also says th at the high-glycemic
foods fisted like sugar, white bread, white
potatoes and white rice “spike blood sugar,”
which in turn “spurs inflammation.”
Athletes and non-athletes should also
monitor their protein intake and should note
th at high-protein diets “boost inflammation,”
Carper says. A study shows th at “in people
on a high-protein diet for a year, blood ves
sel inflammation jumped 62 percent and
coronary artery disease worsened.” The way
m eat or poultry is cooked also can induce
inflammation. “Grilling, broiling and frying
meat and poultry create damaged proteins
called AGEs (advanced glycosylation end
products) th at trigger inflammation.” She
says th at to “reduce AGEs, poach or boil
chicken and eat more fish. Broiled fish has
about one-fourth the AGEs of broiled steak
or chicken.” Concerning beverages, alcohol
is both good and bad. While low-to-moderate
intake of alcoholic beverages reduces inflam
mation, excessive alcohol, as earlier men
tioned, provokes inflammation, as do sugary
soft drinks.
Another area where nutrition affects
inflammation is overeating or consuming
excess calories, contributing to either obe
sity or simply becoming overweight, w ith
more body fat than lean-muscle. Carper
mentions, “Overweight people usually have
high inflammation. As pounds disappear,
inflammation subsides.” Citing a University
of Vermont study, she says, “In obese women
who lost an average of 39 pounds, inflamma
tion levels dropped 32 percent.” So, if you’re
an overweight athlete who gets injured, such
as a football linebacker or heavyweight wres
tler (endomorph or mesomorph body types)
who is generally big-boned and muscular, yet
carries extra body fat, the inflammation may
linger and injuries may take longer to heal
than in the case of a leaner athlete who is
more physically fit and not overweight.
In general, foods and beverages consumed
in the hours, days and weeks following an
injury may influence how fast one returns to
work, sports and other activities. While some
foods and drinks prevent or reduce inflam
mation, thus speeding the healing process,
other foods and beverages fuel the fire, caus
ing chronic pain, setting an individual back
wards during the rehabilitation period. And
these same foods and drinks can either aid or
deter recovery from minor or chronic muscle
and joint soreness following intense exercise,
sports practices and games...........................
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Alexander Calder Show A Hit At MSU
The More Obscure Works of A Visionary On Display At Segal Gallery
expertise, made the works out of maguey
fiber. The designs were too complicated to be
woven. Instead, they were braided to create
the pictures th at Calder had in mind. The
amount of time and expertise is shown in
file works.
Artistically, these works are representa
tions of motion. They shimmer with energy
images full of curves and spirals th at are
further accentuated by the inward to out
ward weaving of maguey fiber.
Calder’s use of color also adds vibrancy to
the works with contrasts of bright and dark
colors often juxtaposed with one another,
furthering the sense of energy in them.
Speaking w ith Teresa Rodriguez, the
gallery’s director, I learned more. Rodriguez
mentioned th at the Pop Art movement

largely influenced Calder’s work at the time.
It can be noticed clearly in the simple nam
ing of such pieces as “Spiral” and “Snake,”
and also in their simple and straightforward
designs.
She also told me th at some of the works
are a part of Montclair’s own art collec
tion, the other contributors being Maximo:
Art & Design Research N.C., A & T State
University Galleries and the Morris Museum
of Morristown, N.J.
It was also given further funding by
The New Jersey State Council on the Arts/
Department $f State, a partner agency of the
National Endowment for the Arts and The
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation.
These works will be shown until Nov. 11
and it is free for all.

Peter Schaus I The Montclarlon

C h risto p h e r R eith
S ta ff Writer

On Oct. 3, there is going to be a sympo
sium, a seminar, about some of the artwork
of the late, great artist Alexander Calder.
The symposium is going to be at Montclair
State University’s George Segal Art Gallery
and go from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. Fourteen of
his works are currently on display there.
The gallery is open on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. and on Thursday from 12:30 p.m.7:30 p.m. A $25 registration fee is required
for the symposium and should be handed in
before Sept. 26.
Calder’s works at the gallery are illus
trations on hammocks and what are called
wall hangings. They were made and sold as
part of a hum anitarian effort to rebuild the

homes of the victims of the 1972 earthquake
in Nicaragua’s capital city Managua. They
were put on auction alongside artwork of other
well-known artists such as Salvador Dali and
Andre Derain.
For those who don’t know Calder, he is
famous in the art world for the invention of the
mobile, a type of moving artwork.
Up to th at point in time, he was working
strictly three dimensionally, but decided to
move to two dimensions, in order to create
these 14 works.
Originally, it was intended th at each work
would be made into series of 100, but this was
not done.
While Calder designs were used in these
wall hangings and hammocks, expert artisians
in Nicaragua and Guatemala made them.
These weavers, famous worldwide for their

Writing On Empty At Players Theatre 24
A Look Back At The MSU Theatre Company’s Annual Exhausting Event
D av id C la rk e
S ta ff W riter

. For Montclair State University’s Players
members, the fall semester brings the bliss
and hell with the knowledge of one fact: It's
time for Theatre 24. It’s time for coming up
with a truly original idea, running solely on
caffiene and sugar, over the course of one
night.
Theatre 24 is an annual Players event. It
starts on a Saturday night at 6 p.m. when

students arrive to begin writing a show that
m ust be completely w ritten by 6 a.m.
When the writers leave and the actors
arrive to learn the play. Rehearsals end at 6
p.m. th at same night, and the show goes up at
8 p.m.
I was a w riter this year. In the writers’room
(the Players’ office), we began by deciding the
genre. It would either be drama or comedy.
A drama hasn’t been picked for a Theatre
24 ever. We followed the footsteps of our pre

decessors and selected comedy.
We then started pitching ideas, which
instead turned out to be images th at we
thought were funny. It was less like pitch
ing a story for a play and more like pitching
ideas for a sketch on Conan O’Brien. We
filled up an entire page of ideas, and from
there we narrowed it down.
Each w riter came up with one or two
ideas th at stuck We spent more than an
hour narrowing down the field until we came
up with something completely different than
what was on the page.
The play would be a combination of ideas
we had th at we could weave together to
make a semi-coherent story.
Before the plot, we needed characters.
Since the play took place at Montclair, most
of the characters were affectionate parodies
of people we knew or satirical archetypes of
people we’ve seen on campus. We had a list
of 12 actors who would be performing in the
play, so we each got to create at least two
characters.
One of the most rigorous writing obstacles
was creating the relationships between the
characters. All we had at the moment were a
bunch of character ideas. They had no focus,
no drive and no life.
After a while of coming up with relation
ships and plotlines, we each set off on our
own to write a scene. I went to the University
Haft computer lab, saying hello to the night
guard. She smiled, asked for ID and went
back to playing Yahoo Pool.
After getting back to the writers’ room,
we did readings of our individual scenes.
Most of the scenes were funny. We gave each
iv fV io r n n f o o
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scenes.
.
^
I went back to University Hall and I
added a character to my scène to give the
play more continuity. I then went back to the
writers’ room, read my scene, gave notes and
pumped some more caffeine into my system.
It was at this time we decided th at we
had a play. This time, we all went up to
University Hall. We saw the night guard.
“Back again?” she asked, and didn’t bother
asking for ID.
After the final editing process, we left the
computer lab, said goodnight to the guard
and wished her good luck playing pool. The
play was thankfully completely out of our
hands.
When I arrived to watch the play, I was
surprised. The words we wrote were spoken
and interpreted in ways we didn’t think
of The actors had taken the broad ideas
we’d given them and made them sometimes
hilarious and always interesting to watch.
The most interesting moments of the
night came when lines were forgotten and
improvisation took over. Something about
the adrenaline of being onstage combined
with the lack of sleep and jump of coffee
made the actors think of the strangest, fun
niest and most surprising moments Td seen
onstage since last year’s Theatre 24.
Theatre 24 reminded me why I loved the
atre so much in the first place. We spent 12
hours preparing a script, the actors spent 12
hours preparing to perform th at script, and
yet the best moments came onstage through
the organic process of theatre. It made for a
fascinating and fun experience.
Fd say th at I can’t wait until next year,
but for now, I need some sleep.
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Homecoming Talent Show Disappoints Writer
Mop-Haired Blonde Proves H im self As One Man MSU Mascot
Sam K issin g e r
S ta ff W riter

When I entered the talent show in
Memorial Auditorium, I was breathless with
anticipation of the night’s festivities. I sat in
the back with pen and pad in hand, poised to
take notes as the acts came and performed.
I had been to these talent shows before and
always came away feeling a little emptyhanded. However, this year I made sure to
listen to my Tony Robbins tapes to ensure
my optimism was at its peak. The change
of venue to Memorial was a good start. I

remember having to strain my neck and
stand on chairs as I watched the poor acts of
previous years struggle on the small stage in
the Ballroom.
The house lights dimmed and I eager
ly awaited the first performance. A young
woman walked to the center of the stage and
stood staring at the crowd, daring them to
doubt her. The music came on suddenly and
she began looking around. I sat confused; this
was dancing? New Age perhaps. She walked
to the side of the stage and made a motion
th at made it seem as though she was asking
for the volume to be turned up. This delighted
me; I reveled in the beautiful satire on the
idea of talent shows, something like an SNL
skit. I half expected her to jump through a
table and get up and shout “Superstar!” a la
Mary Katherine Gallagher. I was mistaken.
She did a dance, which was something I
would have had to get used to.
After her performance, a rowdy fan in the
front row could be seen cheering. He was so
full of school spirit and a head full of blonde
hair th at the police had to subdue his vigor.
At points, the way he was turned to the
crowd, it seemed to me th at he was trying to
lead cheers and get everyone into it. I think
there ought to be more like this mop-topped
man of MSU pride, our spiritual hero.
On stage, a man I initially mistook for
Napoleon Dynamite explained to us, in what
m ust have been a painstaking tax on his
memory, how truly “new-millennium” he is. I
realized, as Napoleon packed six years-worth
of buzz-words and BS into five minutes, how
truly scared I am for the future of our nation.
He then proceeded to beat box, which quickly
reaffirmed my love for this country and pale

Peter Schaus I The Montclarion

M em orial Auditorium w as the site of th is W ednesday’s Homecoming Talent Show.

white guys.
It was after the 10th dance act th at I
began wondering why there are no people
who play the guitar who run for homecoming
royalty. I do not mean to condemn all dance
acts. There were some th at were good. Those
acts th at did not simply put on a popular
song and parade around the stage actu
ally managed to keep my attention. As one
girl gyrated on stage, I looked to my right
and saw someone’s grandmother watching.
I know sex sells, but in a talent show, I half
expect to see talent displayed, or a t least an
attem pt at talent, even though shiny stools
cannot save some acts.

A hypnotist came out and I fell asleep
during her performance and did not wake up
until she was walking off stage.There were
many very good dancers and two performance
which I can safely describe as talented: the
drummer and the piano player. A young man
in an unseasonable black jacket popped and
locked his way into the crowd’s hearts and
minds and the night culminated with a song
and piano accompaniment. A Hon then came
running on stage and seemed to give a fitting
end to a night in which all in attendance
had to suspend their disbelief because, as I
realized while fighting the crowd to get out,
everything I saw was very real.

Fourth Time Isn’t The Charm for Scary M ovie
Cindy And The Gang Deliver Laughs And Scares To Mixed Results On DVD

courtesy of outnow.ch

B en F a re sich
S ta ff W riter

The first Scary Movie was a big hit
because the filmmakers happened to pick the
right film to spoof (Scream) at the right time.
Scream itself parodied the horror genre to
some extent, so Scary Movie really just took it
to the next level with the help of some clever
writing.
Unfortunately, since th at first film, the
franchisehas-only gonedowhfadl,'instead!bf-

the clever design of the first film, which was
able to mock other movies while not losing
sight of its original thought, the following
films became kind of a sloppy mixture of vari
ous film parodies. Worse yet, they sometimes
spent way too much time spoofing movies
th at nobody bothered to see in the first place,
such as the remake of The Haunting. Scary
Movie 4 does little to redeem the franchise,
even with the help of veteran comedic direc
tor David Zucker, who seemed to almost
breathe a little bit of life into Scary Movie 3.
This fourth installm ent of the Scary Movie
series brings us back into the life of Cindy
Campbell (Anna Faris), who is now looking
for work as a live-in assistant. Yes, basically,
that’s done specifically so th at they could
squeeze in a jeer at The Grudge. She is left
in charge of caring for the elderly Mrs. Norris
l(tìo ra Bachman),-whn-is" in a'state oficata-

tonia. Naturally, the house is haunted and
the mixture of the two leaves plenty of room
for (lie bumbling Cindy to make a mess of
things. Added to that, Mrs. Norris’s next-door
neighbor, Tom Ryan (Craig Bierko), has made
it clear th at he’s quickly developed an inter
est in the lonely Cindy.
Unfortunately for them both, it seems that
aliens have another plan for them, as well
as the rest of the hum an race. In a parody
of Spielberg’s War of the Worlds, Cindy and
Tom must now find a way to stop the aliens
from destroying humanity. Cindy’s long-time
friend Brenda (Regina Hall), gets involved
to help her track down Henry Hale (Bill
Pullman), the one man who holds the secret
th at could stop the alien attack
As soon as Scary Movie 4 began, I got
the feeling th at the filmmakers were kind of
reaching. The opening Saw sequence relies
more on the shock value of who they have
cast (Shaquile O’Neil, Dr. Phil), rather than
well-written comedy. The jokes here are kind
of stale, old, goofyjokes, some ofwhich seem to
have come right out of the slapstick handbook
of old-time comedians likeBuster Keaton. The
difference is th at men like Keaton were inno
vators in their day, and they also knew when
to let the joke end.
There’s a part of this opening scene where
O’Neil has to make a basket in order to save
the two of them. Rather than getting it right
in, he misses repeatedly and ends up hitting
something on the ceiling th at naturally lands
on top of Dr. Phil. It was a little funny the
first time and it shouldn’t have gone any
further than that. But beating a joke like a
dead horse is something th at crops up again
and again in this movie.
There’s a later scene where Bierko’s char
acter gets into a back and forth argument
with a mechanic th at felt like it went on for

hours. It wasn’t funny to begin with and the
filmm akers really should have known to let
this one die peacefully instead of dragging
it out. There’s also very little focus in where
the film is going, which I think really hin ts it
as a whole. The first movie was cleverly put
together and was clearly focused on one film.
Even the second movie, while the opening
sequence really had no relevance other than
a funny introduction, the main body of the
film focused m ainly on one movie. This one is
all over the place. That may have worked if
the w riters could have pieced things together
better.
Rather than cleverly tying together the
various film parodies to make a funny, cohe
sive whole, it feels like the whole movie is
ju st loosely thrown together. It feels more
like they had a few ideas for movies th at they
could parody and ju st figured out any old way
to make the pieces fit into the puzzle. The
result, as you’d expect, is a big mess of pieces
th at don’t quite fit right, rather than a neatly
assembled picture. On the flipside, there’s
no denying th at Scary Movie 4 is good for at
least a handful of laughs, and let’s be honest,
no one sets out to watch this kind of movie
for its deep and meaningftd plot. There is
definitely a good handful of jokes, as long as
you don’t mind what many refer to as “potty
humor.” Leslie Nielsen alone, who returns
as the President of the United States, can
usually, at the very least, put a smile on your
face.
It’s ju st unfortunate th at you have to wade
through so many stale jokes to get to the good
ones. Scary Movie 4 is the kind of movie you
might want to let yourself get stuck on while
you’re flipping through the channels on a lazy
Sunday afternoon. I wouldn’t recommend
spending money or setting aside time specifi
cally to watch it.
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From Pop A rt To Hip Hop

Movie Releases

Warholian Influence In The Works of Rappers
audience in th at it captivates the larger por
tion of the community because it has content
th at the average individual can identify with.
In a manner of speaking, Pop Art was the
antithesis to the highly intellectual, concep
tual, arbitrary nature of Minimalist Art - Pop
Art’s contemporary.
Pop Art contained colorful renditions of
celebrities and mass-produced products, to
cite a few. This is significant in th at it shows
the interpretation of the priorities and nature
of the common man. That being said, what
does Hip-Hop say?
Hip-Hop originated on the basis of a
people striving to uplift themselves from
oppression. Artists spoke of police brutal-

A C u id e to Recognizing Your
Sain ts
-: ' DfrrûitÇ»
:y
Starring Robert Downey, Jr. and

courtesy of google.com

K o ren F ra n k fo rt
Managing Editor

How can one be new when they cite the
old? In today’s Hip-Hop driven musical world,
many community members tend to prove
they’re not avant-garde, but rather tangy
regurgitations of a great piast.
In the ilOs, the decade when my childhood
reigned, Hip-Hop Culture was at its peak in
both style and musical line-up. Artists like
Tupac Shakur, The Notorious B.I.G., The
Wu-Tang Clan, and the like all dominated
the genre and did so with wit and depth.
Currently, it seems th at most artists lack new
content and choose to compensate by means

of repetition of a past hit. Furthermore, the
quality of the music is often determined not
by how the music is put together, but by
the quality of taste of the person choosing
the citation, the sample. This is because the
music is not being created, but is the result of
the mixing and chopping of old music.
I do not disagree with this; I acknowledge
it. I love tracks with samples; however, when
approaching Hip-Hop as an art form, it’s dif
ficult to label it in term s of this postmodern
world of art. In spite of this, the parallels
between visual art and Hip-Hop can be seen
when one compares Hip-Hop to Pop Art, led
by Andy Warhol.
Pop Art appeals to the more widespread

Jesus Camp
Dir. Heidi Ewing
Starring Becky Fischer and Mike
Paoantonio U

Pop

Scissor Sisters
Ta-Dah

SE E ‘POP HOP’ ON P. 14
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History
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(Post-Professional)
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the mission is not accomplished. Dip Set and
50 Cent are horrible, and I do not care what
anyone says; their content is awful. They
objectify women, undoing the work done by
LL Cool J and others th at was intended to
make women feel comfortable in their ethnic,
curvadous bodies. If anyone is familiar with

audience, as paralleled by Hip-Hop history, is
of the working class. This love for the “hood
and the history of Hip Hop, as well as the
sample of Rick James’ socially consdous tune,
makes this politically driven pop art- It also
may be termed a m ark of a Hip-Hop renais
sance to come. I hope so.
On Aug. 19, I attended a historical Wu
Tang Clan concert a t Webster Hall. The line
up included Lord .Tamar, Brand Nubian and
the entirety of the Wu Tang Clan, as well as
the funk doctor, Redman himself Ed Luw a
was the m aster of ceremonies, and in his
duties, he called for a renaissance of sorts.
The “Chicken Noodle Soup” non-phenom
enon was slandered. This, as well as the
statem ents made by Busta in his album, are
indicative of a resurgence of past greatness of
the genre.
Where does th at leave us Hip-Hop Heads?
Hopefully the post-modernity of mixing and
chopping of old socially consdous hits mixed
in with currently applicable sodally con
sdous lyrics will invoke the feelings Hip-Hop
once inspired.

courtesy at google.com
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ity, the mental abuse of African-American
women with respect to their bodies and the
corruption of the government. This genre, a
pop genre in term s of audience - the common
man - had intellectually based content. The
genre was targeted toward the audience that
the elitist upper classes shunned. It still is,
but what has happened to Hip-Hop?
Nowadays, artists don’t w rite content
relating to struggle in Hip-Hop; they write
about the “bling-bling;” they write about the
things th at only elitists can see, but target
their writing to the common man. This is

damaging because it sells the lifestyle of the
people oppressing them as common people
and may or may not subliminally reinforce
oppression.
What tickles me is th at this often means
th at the audience shifts their own priorities
to diamonds and pearls, completely negating
their lack of healthcare or the like.
These artists are trivial distractions - pro
paganda - and use their pop nature to 'sell
an idea th at the mission is accomplished and
th at the working class has overcome; after
all, Hip-Hop is for people who struggle, and

the anorexia epidemic of the ‘80s, that’s why
they wrote those “big butt" songs; not only
ju st to joke, but to allow women who aren’t
twiggy blondes to feel like they are sexy.
However, there seems to be a resurgence
of true Hip-Hop th at doesn’t reflect an image
of ignorance and propaganda.
Busta Rhymes’ new track “In The Ghetto”
gives an accurate description of what goes
on in the ‘hood with statem ents like “... and
crackhead chicks still smoke with babies
in their bellies,” and his reference to cancer
sticks, or Newports - a cigarette designed for
the ghetto to thin it out. Yes, his struggle has
been eased by fame, but he realizes th at his

courtesy of googte.com
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if anybody wants to see Dane Cook on campus, Pign up lo
become an SGA legislator. Right now, the SGA is in dire straits
for new members. The grand total of.legisiators to date is i t
Vice President Amy Chicken said it the best: “I think it looks
fe. We don’t even have one representative, for each 1.000
Jt8 ,i& th e legislation.”
I It is now time for students to become proactive and nuke d«ihe well-being of themselves and their fellow classmates,
n legislators are not going to do the trick, even if they are
P j j l l fet to do what's right for the student body. Variety is
«they really need, especially m the case of spreading around
ImilBim^Hm budg^t lbe SGA receives every year.
[How many students hat e really been inhide the Kasser Theater,
ides to lock at their exquisite art «illection? The 500-seat the[r could have been used without question in the jaelz Santana
>acle last year. For everyone who doesn’t knsw the gist of that
ptory, Santana left hallway through his scheduled set, even though
’ was paid $30,000 in foil to perform. Many factors could h.ne
,yed in for his early exit. The Student Center Ballrooms are
Feet for “Who Wants to Be a Huadredaire?*’ and school dances,
for a second-rate nap sta^ it can be avery humbling experience,
ugh the concert was supposed to be outside, rained out plans
[aid have been made to fit Mr. Santana into
It’s easy to complain about the shenanigans going eh around
pus We’ve all done it, but as Bob Dylan said,“These times, they
a-changing.” and with,"great power comes p e a t responsiblity.”
k so that last part was ripped o f of the firet Sptdemun- but
litm ^ k e ^ a e E b e ,"

With a million-dollar SGA budget, many tilings can be accomid on this campus. There are
it have $40.000 .
its with tasty food and an open bar with great booze, but if it’s

City and if we pony up the dough Fm
sure any perform er wouldn’t mind
playing or
only going to benefit 100 students, then what’s die point? We can
bring a sense of pride back to the campus if we hook top-notch acts
like Dane Cook George Carlin. Ben Fold*, The Shins or Wvclef
Jean to Kasser Theater. We are a short drive from New York 03$-’
and if we pony up fie dough, we’re sure any performer wouldn’t
: iiS p i^ i% o r's p e ^ k in g ai^feo E eg e.
’ ■<
We are the second-biggest university in the state ofNew Jersey.
Obviously, Rutgers Hxivemty 'is nund«i: one m i at Rutgersfest
last year,
In 2004, Kanye West and Sugar Ray also graced the Rutgersfest
stage with their presences. So why do we get gypped?
v It’s all about strength in numbers, and sometimes you have
m d e things you -don’t wapfcliqdq,
.^ ip t.Jh e ' bettmfoi^it.
of others, then it is something to cornier. For example, the City
«bf'Clrftea is blocking a.preppf[^?. make Quiqn Road a two-way
street. Why does this matter? Well, if we make Quinn R oaf#
two-way street, it will allow the uB kpsdyyput^m i ianoth|||
desperately needed parking garage for our beloved 10,000 or so
Come
work
ucts at Montclair and also improve day-to-day situations for other
students, future students aid, of course, yourself So do you still
want to see Dane Cook talk about the BK Lounge? If'*'-;
•*'
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W riters and Contributors
Jam es Carpentier, Sam Kissinger, Ben Faresich,
David Clarke, Katerina Karis, Christopher Rieth,
Dr. Rob G ilbert, Joseph McCullough

for the return of Clove
Road Buses.

T h u m b s d o w n to the urinals in University
Hall and their propensity
for back splashing.
T hum bs up

T hum bs dow n

to the SGA and C.L.U.B.
for free food for
homecoming weekend.
to administrators for
ignoring The Montclarion.
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U .S. D estroying Food W hile World S ta rv e s
America’s Agricultural Regulations Contribute To Famine And T h e Dehumanization of Poorer Nations
A lot of the world is starving for no rea
son. The United States has enough land
to inexpensively grow and sell crops to the
whole of the country in
addition to a great deal
of the rest of the world.
This pertains directly to
the subsidization of crop
growth in the Midwest.
Last year, while sitting
on the plane on my trip
to Kansas City, I stared
KOREN
out thé window blankly
FRAN KFORT
as I normally do in any
MANAGING
moving vehicle.
EDITOR
As I stared, I was strick
en by tiie blankness of the land, the bare
green land th a t was obviously not cultivating
anything but grass. The significance of this
was recently I realized th at the green pas
tures I had seen from the clouds were land
un-utilized. The land I had seen is perfectly
capable of producing crops, for producing
food.
One may ask, why does this m atter; why
should I care? The one asking the question
may be asking those questions based on their
bias created in a-culture of excessive deca
dence. America is the home of a gluttonous,
selfish culture and because of this, we often
fail to realize th at we are not only hurting
the rest of the world, but ourselves too.
Supply has to meet demand. Food is con
stantly in demand. However, when the sup
ply exceeds the demand, the supplied product
is lowered in cost. In America, a capitalist
nation, we are not “about” thé lowering of
cost, but rather the raising of cost because we

“H ow ever, th e U n ited
S ta te s g o v ern m en t w ill
n o t a llo w th e g ro w th o f
m ore food b eca u se it ste p s
o n th e to e s o f th e food
in d u stry — th e in d u stry
th a t m ad e m om a n d pop
fa rm s a th in g o f th e p a st.”
directly correlate high cost with high profit
in our group think mind frame, but there are
damaging effects to this manner of think
ing.
The land th at is th at is not utilized could
be used to grow crops thereby lowering the
cost of food, thereby providing more people
with work in agriculture, thereby feeding
the homeless with less strain on the general
economy. However, the United States gov
ernment will not allow the growth of more
food because it steps on the toes of the food
industry - the industry th at made mom and
pop farms a thing of the past. Furthermore,
the U.S. also forces farmers to destroy any
excess crops they grow to m aintain high
costs.
Food, the result of natural resources,
which should not be anyone’s property in all
seriousness, is currently being distributed
like cars. It is ridiculous. Furthermore,

other nations th a t'a re n ’t topographically
sound for agricultural needs, are forced to
farm to fit the food needs of their communi
ties; this means th at they are not subsidizing
crop growth.
The problem with this is th at in Africa,
for example, where their m ain resource isn’t
fertile soil, but rather minerals and-the-like,
they are forced to farm the land to tu rn over
few crops because of the unpredictability of
the crop growth.
This becomes more heinous as the cause
-th e im practical nature of food growthbranches out with more negative effects.
In the energy spent in attem pting to feed
a nation with too few crops, famine stricken
countries are unable to distribute their work
in areas outside those of basic survival needs.
Take for example, the diamond rich, west
ern coast of Africa: the food is over priced
because of crop subsidation; as a result the
country cannot afford to pursue fields that
are more conducive to a stable economy - like
mining diamonds - because the necessity of
the prioritization of ending famine.
The crops die, the people suffer and they
need money to im port (overpriced) food.
Outside countries, like ours, shamelessly
sell unnecessarily overpriced food and in
our economic dominance, we arrange cor
porate deals giving the West the right to
mine for their minerals like in Sierra Leone.
Basically, the U.S. is using famine to strongarm other countries in addition to dehuman
izing their constituents.
In the dehumanization, the U.S. is able
to m anipulate the views of the world into
believing th at our country and our country’s

W estern counterparts are helping famine
stricken countries by bringing them indus
try.
We all see the “Feed the Children” ads;
we all see the imposed ideas of barbarism
in our mind-shaping media. These images
make us feel comfortable sending our people
overseas to “help” these people. However, if
America allowed freedom in the agricultural
trades, then food would be cheaper here and
overseas which would allow famine stricken
countries more room to industrialize them
selves if they were to be so inclined.
The sheer greed of the U.S. corporations,
who certainly have too much power over the
government as they really are not the major
ity, is minimizing jobs here and overseas.
They are contributing to famine and using
famine to steal other countries’ resources. It
is simply disgusting, and if you don’t believe
me, look out of the plane window the next
time you fly west.
Koren Frankfort, an art major, in her first year as
Managing Editor for The Montclarion.

Commander-In-Chiefs
Line of the Week:
“We are coming down the stretch in an
election campaign and its on the frontpage
of the newspapers. Isn’t th at interesting?
Somebody’s taken it upon themselves to
leak classified information for political pur
poses.”
George W. Bush on recently leaked
documents about the Iraq Conflict

N eo-Con’s New C ru sa d e : W h ack C lin to n
T h e R ight W ing T akes Aim At E x -P resid en t for H aving N o t Killed An al-Q aeda M adm an
Most Americans would shrug their shoul
ders and walk awayif asked, “who is Richard
Clarke?” For over twenty years Richard
Clarke has worked
behind the scenes as
the top counter-terror
ist advisor for American
presidents such as
Ronald Reagan, George
H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton,
and briefly for George
W. Bush. His personal
TOM
crusade has been one
SH IELD S
against al-Qaeda and
OPINION EDITOR
other terror organiza
tions. It really is his
obsession, and most will argue he is the
most experienced person in the Western
Hemisphere to deal with America’s new
found political hellhound.
Two and half years .ago in an inter
view with 60 minutes, Clarke denounced
President Bush’s war on terror because it
seemed th at they were targeting the wrong
country. The interview had little impact on
public opinion, and would have been another
obscure piece of dissent until Fox News
Sunday’s Chris Wallace interviewed, Bill
Clinton 42nd President of the United States
this past Sunday.
With Midterm Elections less then six
weeks away and both parties trying to secure
votes in an election th at still seems uncer
tain, Wallace lashed out on the former presi
dent by asking him during an interview for
Clinton’s new Global Initiative forum; “Why
didn’t you do more to put bin Laden and
al-Qaeda out of business when you were
president?” W hat followed was an explosive
battle of tongues. Clinton has not shown that
much fervor since he was caught with his
pants down. These new allegations seem to

“ C lin ton ev en a d m itted h e
w a s w ro n g fo r n o t
k illin g b in L ad en a n d to o k
fu ll resp o n sib lity for it. ”

be another political strategy by Republicans
for this November to blame Bill Clinton for
not killing bin Laden because, after five
years, they have yet to do the same. William
Jefferson Clinton is now the new scapegoat to
the Republican’s self-inflicted problems.
As Clinton later said in his interview with
Wallace: “But at least I tried. That’s the dif
ference between me and some, including all
the right-wingers who are attacking me now;
they ridiculed me for trying. They had eight
months to try. They did not try. I tried. So
you [Wallace] did your nice little conserva
tive hit job on me.”
On Monday, Secretary of thé State
Condoleezza Rice bashed Clinton and his
adm inistration during a meeting with The
New York Post saying; “W hat we did in eight
months was at least as aggressive as what
the Clinton Administration did in preceding
years.”
Bill Clinton has lied to us before, but don’t
all politicians? Clinton’s He was nothing
more than don’t tell my wife I cheated on her,
because I don’t want to sleep on the White
House couch for. the next three months.
Very understandable. During the argument
Cfinton even adm itted he was wrong for not
killing bin Laden and took full responsibility'
for it. When has President Bush publicly
apologized for his costly botches?

This is where the plot thickens and
becomes a cautionary tale. Bill Clinton and
Richard Clarke on one side. Condoleezza
Rice and Chris Wallace on the other. Clarke
is key to this equation because it was his
name th at Clinton so adamantly dropped
during his battle royale with Wallace.
Richard' Clarke’s tale of the • Bush
Adm inistration is one th at after 9/11
, Secretary of Defense Donald. Rumsfeld
wanted nothing to do with Afghanistan
saying: “There aren’t any good targets in
Afghanistan, and there are a lot of good tar
gets in Iraq.” Clarke also went on to say that
he talked to the commander in chief about
9/11 having no connection with Iraq but,
according to Clarke, the president wanted to
hear nothing of the sort. He wanted to make
Iraq work. Even after Clarke, the CIA and
the FBI drafted a report to show no evidence
of a connection, they were told by the admin
istration to do it again.
Now this is one man’s account mind you,
but he was known as “the terrorism czar”
during the Clinton days, and according to
Condi left the Bush Administration after
he was not appointed deputy director of
homeland security. This one man’s person
al vendetta against taking down the Bush
Administration for re-election in 2004?
It’s hard to say especially with Clinton
backing Clarke, but Clarke is an independent
and has been adviser to both Republican and
Democrat cabinets. On paper he has no loy
alty to any sovereign party.
The smoking gun of Condi vs. Cfinton
can simply be found in the 9/11 Commission
Report released over two years ago before
any of this spatting started. Thinkprogress.
org has posted excerpts of the report claim
ing just the opposite of what Condoleezza
Rice has viciously defended.

On Dec. 4,1998 the Cfinton Administration
was briefed on bin Laden and his threat to
the United States wanting to hijack american airliners. Richard Clarke met with the
Counterterrorism Security Group and put
New York airports on high alert. • The CIA
then reported this to the FBI and FAA and
on Dec. 8, the FAA issued security advice for
screening suspicious passenger.
In a sim ilar situation 3 years later,
President Bush’s advisers including then
CIA director George Tenet, does not recall
the president asking anything pretaining
to homeland security. The same goes with
meetings with the president on September
10th, 2001.
Only time will tell who will be next to join
“the smear Bill Clinton to win the November
elections” campaign, but I do encourage
everyone who reads this article to go out and
vote for leadership issues like this one, for
example. Read up on your sources, do your
homework and remember politics are not
black and white, but rather subtle shades of
grey. Nobody seems right but partisan bick
ering with a two front war going on is no way
to solve anyone’s mistakes.
As Bill Cfinton said to Tim Russert on
Meet the Press this past Sunday defending
his stance against Wallace: “The illusion
is th at our differences m atter more than
our common humanity. That’s what’s driv
ing terrorism . It’s not just th at there’s an
unresolved Arab-Israeli conflict. Osama
bin-Laden and Dr. al-Zawahiri can convince
young Sunni Arab men, who have and some
women who have despairing conditions in
their lives, th at they get a one way ticket to
heaven in a hurry if they kill a lot of innocent
people who don’t share their reality”
Tom S h ield s, a history major, in h is first year as
Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.
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Dear Editor,

OPINION

M ontclarion
M ailbag

Many people wonder why the RAs have
so much power to go into people’s rooms with
m aster keys. Well the answer is easy. RAs
not only have the job of making sure the
buildings are safe and livable, but also to
protect residents from potential harm.
Some people may claim th at they feel
unsafe having people key into their room,
but is it not worse to have domestic violence
happening or residents getting drunk to the
point of alcohol poisoning? Even if an RA
keys into a resident’s room, it is with a rea
son, and there is a procedure to be followed
when doing so.
Before any resident assistant can
walk into any room, they must knock and ing.
announce who they are. Being an RA last
When someone is th a t familiar, there is no
year, I can speak from experience. RAs go need to inconvenience them by making them
through training to learn what they can and carry extra IDs. The idea is preposterous. If,
cannot do. An RA cannot go into a room ju st RAs need IDs, what comes next? The desk
because they want to, and they certainly can- assistants? The office assistants? While we
not search through any room.
are at it, why not make organization execuThere are few situations in which RAs tive boards wear them too?
have reason to go into anyone’s room and
they are health and safety inspections, suspi- M aria Soares
cious activities, domestic violence, out of con- SGA Treasurer
trol noise during quiet hours and suspicious
odors.
Dear Editor,
So why let them in? Well, imagine some
one down the hall from you is getting beat up
I’m sure you get a lot of complaints from
in a domestic abuse case, the RA knocks on commuters about the parking situation, but I
the door and the residents refuse to answer, thought maybe you’d be interested in mine. I
Will every resident honestly say, “Prove to received a ticket for parking in an unmarked
me th at you are the RA?” No, of course not, spot along the edge of the woods in Lot 20
they will not even open the door. So at th at near Yogi Berra Stadium. I did so because
point, would the RA be allowed in the room I have grown tired of looking for a spot for
by keying in? Is it safe to waste the unnec- 30 minutes and always being late for class,
essary time with all the mindlessness while Personally, I believe th at MSU sold too many
snmpnnp could potentially be getting injured? parking passes for the amount of spots they
No, th at to me poses a greater threat than an have, but they claim they have more than
RA being able to key into my room.
enough.
We all appreciate RAs being able to key
On Thursday around noon, I noticed an
into our rooms when we are locked out, inordinate amount of cars circling the lot
so why should anything th at could pose a . looking for a spot. When I grew tired of doing
threat to the community go through so much the same on this particular day, I decided to
dribble? I guess at this rate, we m ight as well park in th at spot, which I’ve done a few times
ban lockouts and get UPD to do them, since before without receiving a ticket.
RAs shouldn’t be allowed to key in unless
Last fall, especially at the beginning ofthe
they have an ID.
semester, there were so many cars circling
One may bring up the fact th at people do the lot th at I had no choice but to park in
not know who their RAs are, and as a result, the same location, along with approximately
they shouldn’t be forced to open the door 15 other cars. At the time, I assumed that
to their rooms when asked to do so. Well, I parking enforcement realized th at the entire
think th at when one lives in a building on row of cars were desperate and decided not
this campus, it is made clear who the RAs - to issue tickets. After the first two weeks of
are. Not only are their rooms labeled, but the semester, more spots opened up, and we
they hold floor meetings and programs, and could all park in the regular lot. This year, I
are seen everywhere throughout the build- haven’t noticed as many cars parking in th at

Question of
The Week

location, except on Thursday afternoons.
After the parking authorities refused my
parking ticket complaint, I sent an e-mail to
ask for a full refund. If parking authority
can not guarantee parking spots, then their
services are worthless.
I realized th at my story may not be com
pelling enough for your interests, but while
I was in the parking office, I noticed three
or four other students complaining about the
same poor customer service.

“How can MSU improve its
transportation system?"
■—
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I Physical
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“MSU needs to
establish buses
| -a cars th at a re
20 minutes

Jason Schifano
Senior
Molecular Biology
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—
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‘?‘TLImak ifwegot ;
a monorail, things

Koren Frankfort I The Montclarlon

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy

'

would be a whole
' M easier to

.

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content
and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number
or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday...10:00 p jiL •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

around” ?

Q uestion o f m e Week opinions are view s
exp ressed by th e stud ents o f M ontclair S tate
University, and ate not necessa n lv tee views

of The Montclarion.
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project will demand ih-w a t;;nitori St jy -harp, f.'-.ar c.;l deim.« w:*l prin«» i it.il
Ireas affected are living arrangements,
B
.Suiii»'"i;.‘ d<i»i’ i-.inv 1lu- « 1-1 k itf-cd la - laiiiav- soi a! ai d "invu.Lic t-c ■
” munii nîs P;,-.I il,»api

■

Two D udes

C ro s s w o rd

CAHVOUPa/FVFiT,

I

ACRO SS
1
7
2
3
6
8
11
12
13
1 F D R ’s pooch
4
5
9
10
14
5 Hang like a
hummingbird
f
16
17
1 0 ___au rhum
18
19
1
14 Felipe or Moises
20
21
22
23
of baseball
■
15 Ele ve’s place
24
26
16 October stone
25 ■
17 C heer (for)
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
33
18 Puts in order
■
35
36
19 Foster film
20 Design anew
■
■
37
39
38
40
22 In a prim way
_
■
■
24 Reached, a s a
41
solution
43
■
42
■
26 Q-U link
44
45
46
27 Long-time
Dolphin
49
30 Tombstone
48
■
47
50
51
52
53
■ 54
55
56
57
words
35 Fully conscious
58
59
60
36
___________ -Roman
wrestling
62
63
64
37 Trim (off)
38 Neighbor of Wyo.
65
66
39 Insertion mark
67
1
40 Head-over-heels
© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
10/7/06
41 Eureka!
»All rights reserved.
42 Dray
43 Doha’s land
44 Kitchen wrap
7 E rich ___
46 Clunky cars
Stroheim
u 3 A S
N V J. S
47 Infamous Amin
8 Wapiti
-L d V a o
48 Filler piece
9 N 3 a
9 Hamper
v N 1 d
s 3 V o 1
50 Starts liking
10 “La Isla
A V 9 3
1 V T a V 1 W o J. V
54 Avail oneself of
11 Mimicked
3 Z 1 T 1 1 n
o A S 3 » V 1
58 Bit of physics
12 Pitch out of the
a
1
n
1 a 1
o
S
59 Foe for Dwight
strike zone
S N O IA1 3 T
a 3 d V d X V M
61 Online auction
13 Actress Sheedy
Id V 1 V D
V H V
N o 0 V M
site
21 Presley hit
62
colada
23 Regarding V 0 V 0
1 3 a V 0
O T O 0
63 Takes it e a sy
25 intense fears
d O T
1 a 3 T V
O 0 3 tí 0
64 M. D escartes
27 Colorful bird
H
d
V
1
1
d
1 a V w
S
3
o
N
65 Getz or Laurel
28 Hilo greeting
i S id
1 V 1 O 3
66 Wiliness
29 Unwind
A 1 a i V 1 s
T 3 a O IAI 3 a
67 Gang follower?
31 Hammer part
1 T 3 N
32 Socrates’ pupil
s >i N V a
1 o O a
DOWN
33 Navajo dwelling
1 V d o
n o T V
3 T O 0 3
1 “M*A*S*H” co34 Practices boxing V a V
9
a 3 A O Hi v T V d
star
36 Plum choice
2 Succulent plant
39 Leader of Cairo
3 W eaver’s frame
46 Troubadour of a
53 Dumpster
or Cincinnati?
4 Helicopter’s
sort
emanation
40 Vegas habitues
predecessor
49 Hearty draft
55 Skeptic’s retort
42 Rolls of bills
5 Where
50 Bugle call
56 Billy of “Titanic”
43 Cunard liner,
attachments are
51 Working hard
57 Good looker?
commonly
attached?
52 Hawaiian
60 Half a yellow
45-Simple Simon’s
6 Florida city
coffee
Teletubby
merchant

vw ç?icm rvxA N Y
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tKi
W NOT
HAVETO W FORrr.

by Aaron Warner
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PUPE, WENEVER
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Solutions

“Waiter! M y chicken seem s to be made of rubber!” !
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By: Kevin Dunphv
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COMICS
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Am y’s resum é sp e a k s for itself
Welcome to Falling Rock National Park by Josh Shalek

Dylan's moustache: www.loshshaiek.com kid_shqy@ ioshshaiek.com

When thinking «bout the future,
a Ford Certified Pre-owned vehicle $vm you
one less thing to worry about.
Thlp*

HM aétitt 13# ««dit*

I W t i f Wa t M^ f

twiafed fse jpmdtiwba.
(Wp to Ml point* «f
tRSgMbffetl by

OMiwa^P

PtaHoff the
«M tM prt

took ™gattft» Mât

th* campus

■red festr.

tommmmNm.

pi

(24-fsour roadside

g**;

fnesti «I and fitter at

daHiatyJ

Write a WINNING: tesoti«».
ÉiNBwy

/
Ge ‘corporsits’ i t NY er]

te s t» a
in örsgnc» -

r»rtgi*r.

(SarvfaMbla «t any fend,

(UPS helps pay for
(my education.

mmmÊËm

Stop Irving off

Uik ä ¡«r Mumrrsr
dfeaiatifeçj

M*sm. mté dwL
ittm finammg
o p tk n m iiÄ k jl

Get A Great Gig.

UPS really came through for me. They provide more
money for my education, plus great pay, a schedule that
fits my needs, and other benefits.

The UPS
EARN and
LEA R N *
Program

Part-Time Package Handlers

t * tl V» wfey y o u »ho«W w in m 'm tm m h ip t e worfe m * t o p

__________ a ffe tta i m agatiti» ~mHow ¥<a»k City,

To *etsr id win a irmrt)i tong (internship at Sfiajs« a?
Fitness magaissne, a rad for official rales,
go to www.wiB-ir*te«i.cofii

W hit If Everything In t û t -Came With A IMwPurint (nipeetkwr!

Get up to

• $8.50-$9.50/hour with additional 50C increase
after 90 days
•
•
•
•

$23,000*
in College
Education
Assistance!

Company paid medical benefits
Weekends & holidays off
Opportunity for advancement
Work 3-1 /2 to 5 hours a day, five days a week

Viäst jröiK b o l Foid Deafer to team more abeet the l<swfjw ttiftg © p ö s« tfat am

ti&w wm$kM& m Ä f wwwiùfécpù.c&m fbf mam. MËmmÆ&n*

Complete an online application today at:
&1 « <9wn
IfeuAJE%4rm

www.upsjobs.com

smms

CERTIFIED PRE- 8WRI B
**»*jÄii* «•*«#ifc»4.Sifctt&ftài

i

f'm

•e» „ 1u„®p,w „

I

Or call: 201-330-2315
«Stttiéfc.

■

■ ..

I

■

• ■■■ I

guidelines apply.
UPS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer M /F/D /V .

--- .
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Child C are W anted
Mature fem ale sitter/helper needed
for two girls (ages 8/12) occasional
weekday and weekend evenings.
Experience desired, must drive, $11
and hour at start. Short Hills loca
tion.
Please call: (973) 467-2134

Babysitter Needed! Looking for
student to baby-sit a 2 1/2 year old
one weekday morning and fre
quent weekday evenings in Upper
Montclair. A car is essential, and
references are preferred.
Please call M elanie: (973) 752-4020

M ontclair fam ily seeking a respon
sible, fun babysitter/mother's helper
for our sw eet and energetic 2 and 5
year old children. 2 days/week, 5-8
p.m. Must have own transportation
and provide references.
Call Randi: (973) 886-2566

Help W anted
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per
hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting, and
pet-sitting. Register free for jobs
near campus or home and start earn
ing extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com

Travel w ith STS to this year's top
10 Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep com
m issions. V isit www.ststravel.com
or call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts.

JftUmtClaríon

Egg Donors Wanted: Established Do
nor Program seeks loving, healthy
women, 21-33, to donate eggs to
infertile couples. Non-smokers only.
Generous compensation! Call or
em ail for more information contact:
Call: 1-(888) 363-9457
E-mail: info@reproductivelawer.com

•

Septem ber 28.2005

C H IC A G O G R IL L ]
Now hiring all
positions -for
our Clifton
Location

A ll S h ifts /F u ll &
P a r t-tim e
Get the best job a college student
can have! Looking for fun, depend
able people to entertain at parties.
Great pay plus tips. Starts at $40.00
per half-hour. Weekend work, no
experience Necessary, free training.
Must have a car and internet access.
Call Bob: (973) 809-2933

Customer service. Are you looking
for extra cash? Positions flexible
around school schedules. National
fundraising consulting firm seeking
part-time staff to make follow-up
calls on behalf of prestigious, non
profit clients. No Cold Calling. No
Experience Needed.
Call: 973-575-6930
E-mail:
donna@advantageconsulting.com

To Place yo u r o w n A d p le ase call
o r E-m ail K evin Sch w o b el w ith
a n y q u estio n s a t:
Phone: (973) 655-5237
E-M ail: M ontclarionA ds@ aol.com
D e ta ils on p ag e 2

^ o j^ S a k

For R en

Apply in person or
send resumes to:
UNO Accounting
Office.
tO Stuyvesant Ave.,
Lyndhurst, NO

0 7 0 7 1 .,
201-507-1314,
(Next to Sunoco).
In t e r v ie w s h e ld
M o n . - S a t.
fr o m
1 2 p rh -6 p m !

V is it o u r w e b s ite a t
w w w .u n o s.co m

Som e dreams are universal: scoring a
perfect 10 on your last attempt to win the
Gold medal; standing on the podium as
the national anthem fills the arena. Find
ing out that you have multiple sclerosis
Is not one of them.
Multiple sclerosis is a devastating di
s e a s e of the central nervous system
where the body's immune system attacks
the insulation surrounding the nerves. It
strikes adults In the prime of life — and
changes lives forever.

Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star.

Pass It On.
TH! FOUNDATION Ef| a IETTER tifi
wwirMtttirlife.org

THE PASSIVE A RE ABOUT TO

GET AGGRESSIVE
Peter Travers

Uproarious.fiendishly funny!
The laughs come with a sting! Thornton and Heder keep you howling.
Jon Heder orbits past his ‘Napoleon Dynamite’ character at last
by getting seriously fierce! A hot and rowdy fUnfest!”
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OPENS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 th AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE!

Nobody dreams
o f Having
multiple sclerosis

This is why the National MS Society funds
more research and provides more ser
vices for people with multiple sclerosis
than any other organization In the world.
But we can't do it alone.
To help make the dream of ending MS
come true, call 1-800-FIGHT MS or visit
us online' at nationalmssociety.org.
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SPO RTS

T hink You Know
Your Sports?

The Editors' Picks
BOBBY

MIKE

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Arizona over Atlanta

Atlanta over Arizona

Dallas over Tennessee

S e lla s over Tennessee

M iam illiar

Miami ovei Houston

Minnesota over

Minnesota over Buifijio

Carolina over New Orle

New Orleans over Carolina
Baltimore over San Diego

San

cisco over Kansas City

CISCO

)olis over N X Jets

over WashingfeoE Jacksonville over

Come Prove It!!
Sports Writers Needed
Call Mike or Bobby ext: 5241

Email: MSUsports@gmail.com
The Montriarion is

2002.
Coles has been the Jets’ best receiver this
year, picking up 331 yards. Many of those
yards are coming in the second and third
quarters, which is when he is thrown to

Chicago'

C b ic a d M

Monday Night
Philadelphia over Green Bay

nday Night
Philadelphia over Green Bay

Upset Pick
Detroit over St. Louis

Upset Pick
N X Jets over Indianapolis

Overall Record
29-15 (.659)
Last Two Weeks

20-9

Upset Pick
2-1
Games Back

(.690)

- 0

Overall Record
26-18 (.591)
Last Two Weeks

20-9

(.690)

Upset Pick
0-3
Games Back

- 3-

* Home team in bole

Giants

BobbyNH

The New York Jets have
the radar the past few years, falling short of
the expectations held by the extremely criti
cal New York City media and fens. There
were a few bright spots, such as the 41-0
rout of die the Indianapolis Colts in the 2002
playoffs, and the 2004 run to the playoffs.
However, there have been more disap
pointments in the Jets’ recent history than
success. Chad Pennington seems to find
a new part of his arm to maim every year.
S tar players like Santana Moss, Kevin
Mawae and franchise player John Abraham
were either released or traded. All kinds of
problems line the road to the Meadowlands
for the other team in Giants Stadium.
Yet, Jets fens rem ain hopeful th at it will
be their year every season. This year, they
may have something to get excited about.
The Jets are already off to a 2-1 start, and
they look to keep their winning ways.
They started 2006 with a close 23-16
win over the Titans in week one. Chad
Pennington dom inated the Tennessee
defense, throwing for 329 yards, including
two touchdowns. 153 of those yards were
caught by Laveranues Coles, who is trying
to return to the level of play he reached in

Cincinnati o

a Class I Organization of the SGA, Inc.

Jets
A ssista n t Si

New Eligland over

rranks eighth among
d»m rtezbiU i|pi^passing yards w ith 808 in
|NHMPHBes7 But the real treat for Jets fens
is Pennington’s passer rating of 103.4, good
for fifth among quarterbacks in the NFL.
Kevan Barlow is attem pting to fill in for
the injured Curtis M artin, but is averaging
ju st below three yards per carry and only has
108 for the season.
Their upcoming schedule features games
such as Indianapolis, Miami, Chicago and
Buffalo at home. If they can split those,
they could come out ahead in the stand
ings. They are also faced with the challenge
of Jacksonville, New England, Green Bay,
M innesota and Miami on the road. If they
can win a t least three of those games, they
should be able to make the playoffe, but it
depends on which team s they beat.
It’s always im portant to beat the team s
like Miami, New England and Buffalo, who
are in their division. If not, they may fall
below or at .500 for the rest of the season or
they may wind up losing a tiebreaker if it
comes down to that.
The offense ju st needs to step it up a little
more because in their three games, they
average 23 points per game and all games
have been decided by eight points or less.
But for all Jets fens, while they are fly
ing high, you may as well go to games or
watch them every Sunday and enjoy the ride
because, like the Giants, this plane ride may
land soon. However, with the Jets’ luck, it is
more likely to crash.

lOCrpearoent. JWe can’t really point the finger
> a tS |u He’s trying.
I I Jerei^'StndBQy has not caught a ball in
After week three’s loss t% g||l|^& ri§i§|§|g the first quaitec^bd has only had one catch
Giants fens are left s c ra tc h y their heeds tn the first two quarters in his three starts
and wondering how it all w« P I I n MPHNP ’ th is season: T hat means 10 of his 11 catches
finishing the pre-season undefeated. Maybe have come after halftime. W hat’s even more
the first week’s loss was acceptable consider shocking is th at seven of those 10 have come
ing the big brother usually comes out on top in the fourth quarter. W hat does all of this
anyway. The next week against Philadelphia mean? It means the Giants are throwing the
was almost a laugher until the G-Men made ball late in the game and Shockey is catching
a late-game charge to win, but last week’s them. We can’t blame him.
On the other hand, Tiki Barber isn’t pull
loss was a laugher with no exceptions.
Sunday’s 42-30 loss in Seattle was not ing his weight late in the games or when the
nearly as close as the score indicated. The team is losing by more than one touchdown.
Giants’ final 27 points were all scored in the Of course, this is due to the play calling and
fourth quarter when Seattle decided their not entirely his fault, but Giants fans need to
lead was big enough to sit back and relax. blame someone.
Maybe they should blame the person
So if the Giants are so good at coming back
down the stretch, is this an indicator of how who made up their schedule. It was almost
a lock th at they would lose a few games at
their season will go?
In three weeks, the Giants have managed this point in the season, but when will they
to score a combined seven points in the first win some? They won’t see action until week
quarter, 10 in the second, seven in the third five when they host the Redskins. Then
quarter and 51 in the fourth (six in overtime they go away to visit Dallas and Atlanta. By
this time, the Giants should be 2-4. Then
against Philadelphia).
Eli Manning has been good so far, but Tampa Bay, Houston and Chicago come to
not throughout the entire game. He is cur the Meadowlands where the Giants should
rently third in the NFL in passing yards win two of those three games and improve
behind Donovan McNabb and, of course, their record to 4-5. If all goes well for the
older brother Peyton, but the majority of his Giants, they should finish the season 8-8.
Some things may get better and some
yards and completions come later in games.
For example, Manning’s completion percent things may get worse, but one thing th at will
age in the first quarter is 50 percent. In the rem ain the same is th at they will not be able
second, it is 61 percent. In the third and to win games if they don’t score in the first
fourth, it is 68 percent and in overtime, it is half.
M ike Jo h n so n !
S p o rts Ed ito rm

www.themontclarion.org
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SPORTS i

Player of The Week

SPO RTS TRIVIA
UESTION

■
>

..............

..............

Can you name the seven running backs since 1960 to
lead the NFL in rushes, rush attempts and rushing TDs l
M M M

U

LAST EDITION’S QUE

Which MLB pitcher holds t
most career wild pit
NSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
Nolan Ryan.

Name ‘Em
•Name each state’s professional NHL team(s)
I .( A R I Z O N A ( 1 )
2.

_______

)C A L IF O R N IA

3 .) C O L O R A D O

(3 )

____ ______

(1 )

__________ .

4.

) D I S T R I C T O F C O L U M B IA (1 )

5.

) F L O R ID A

6 .) G E O R G I A

(2 )

___________

(1 )

i____________

7.

) IL L IN O IS (1 )

8.

)M IN N E S O T A (1 )

_________ _

9.

) M IS S O U R I (1 )

__________

10 .

) N E W Y O R K (3 )

________ __

I I .( O H I O

______

(1 )

■

__________

12.

( P E N N S Y L V A N IA (2 )

13 .

)T E N N E S S E E

14.

)N E W

15.

) T E X A S (1 )

(1 )

JE R S E Y

Anthes scored three goals and had two
.-assists In the Rad Hawks victory over
|p^.'"'ltoyri6r College. Anthes accumulated eight
points for that game.

__________

(1 )

___ _______

H onorable M e n tio n s

__________

SJBJS - gr s|!A8Q - p i sjoiepejd - £(. sjsAy ‘sumßuag - z i siæpep sn|g - i 1
sajqes ‘sjsßuey ‘sjapuB|S| - o l. sanig - 6 PHM - 8 s>|/v\eippB|g - l sjsi|sbjl|1 - 9 ßmuHjßn
‘sjaqiUBd - g sondeo - p aqouB|BAV 7e s^png Ájqéiw ‘s>peng ‘s6u;x - z sajo/og - \. ¡sjbaasuv

RYAN MCCQACH
Jpnior
Hometown: Rockaway, NJ

S o c c e r (W o m e n 's
NJAC

Overall

MSU

3-0

8-0

Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
NJCU
Richard Stockton
Kean
TCNJ
Rowan
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

2-0-1
2-1
2-0
1-1-1
1-1-1
1-2
0-2-1
0-2
0-3

4-2-2
8-1
7-1-0
6-1-1
4-2-2
3-4-1
6-3-1
4-4
2-4-2

NJAC

Overall

B
Richard Stockton
Rowan
Rutgers-Camden
TCNJ

2-0-1
2-0
2-1
1-0-1

MSU

1-1

5-2

Ramapo
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
W illiam Paterson
NJCU

1-1
1-2
1-2

4-3-1
5-2
4-4

1-2
0-3

4-4
2-6

1111

KRISTEN SWARTZ
: S en io r,* ^

Sat vs. Rutgers-Camden 1 p.m.

Sat @ Rutgers-Camden 1 p.m.
Mon. @ Rowan 5 p.m.

Last Week's Results
9/25 - MSU 7, Hunter 2
9/27 - MSU 0, Rutgers-Newark 0

Last Week's Results
9/25 - MSU 1, Centenary 0
9/27 - MSU 0, Rutgers-Newark 0

NJAC

■

SUNY Cortland
Western Conn.
Kean

1-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0
2-1

MSU

0-0

2-1

TCNJ
Rowan
Wjlliam Paterson
Buffalo State

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

2-1
1-1
0-3
1-2

NJAC

Sat vs. TCNJ 6 p.m.

Last Week's Results
9/23 - MSU 27, Salisbury 3

Overall

1-0

6-0

Rowan
Richard Stockton
TCNJ
William Paterson
Ramapo
Kean

1-0
1-0
Ö-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

5-2
4-3
5-0
5-2
4-4
2-3

This W eek
Sat vs. C.W. Post 12 p.m.
Tues @ William Paterson 7 p.m.

9/26

Last Week's Results
MSU 0, TCNJ 0

l

Swartz scored the first two goals
p i a I p win over Kean on only six
s h o t s . ' - i - ¿i-t-,
Mf:

Hometown: Toms River, NJ

MSU

This W eek

9

MICHAEL JUMP

F ie Id H o c k e y

Overall

:‘1

Hometown: Hatsboro, PA

■HI
■

This W eek

McCoach ran for 176 yards and
scored |w o touchdowns in MSU's
win over Salisbury University.

l

6-1-2
8-0
3-2
3-0-2

K
This W eek

F o o t b a 11

m

t r Senior
'
i, >
Hometown: Cranford, f K B j

Jump-completed 17 of 22 passing
attempts for 14S yards and two
touchdowns with no
interceptions.

B uck m e le
Sophomore
Hometown: Delran, NJ
Meie posted his thrid shutout
of the sea«m and received the
dhonor o|piJAC Defensive Player
H lif ie Wee Im ''

Jets Are Flying High While The Giants Straggle To Take Off
pg.
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Red Hawks Have
Last Second Luck Sends
Women’s Soccer To Victory Continued S u c c e ss
M S U D e fe a ts R u tgers-N ew ark 2-1 O n G oal from Jen n ifer K elleh er
Bobby Melok
A ssista n t Sp o rts Editor

The soccer game between the
Lady Red Hawks and the Scarlet
Raiders ofRutgers-Newark was tied
up at one with
a little over
30 seconds
RUTGERS N
left in the
second h alf
on Wednesday. The ball traveled
out of bounds off a Rutgers player.
Freshm an forward N atalia Sisti
rushed to a comer of the field to
set up for what was likely to be

over Centenary College. It did the
trick.
MSU started out the game put
ting heavy pressure on the Scarlet
Raider defense, but could not come
up w ith any goals to show for it until
the 43rd minute of play. As the first
h alf neared its end, N atalia Sisti
sent an assist from D ara Nalven off
her head and past Rutgers-Newark
goalie Katie Hastings to give the
Lady Red Hawks a 1-0 lead head
ing into the half.
The Scarlet Raiders came out of
the break ready to even the score.
They were the aggressors for a good

to the ground, w ith no call from
the referees. With three and a half
minutes left in the game, senior
captain Kelly Dutko took a h it th at
forced her to leave the game, again
with no call from the referees. All
this led up to those last 30 seconds.
To sum up the game, Jennifer
Kelleher said, “their goal brought
us down a little, but we came back
and got it done.”
Of course, the play of senior
goalie K ristin Kuhmann should
not go unnoticed. Aside from the
one goal, she was like a wall on
Wednesday. Kuhmann made a
N atalia
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an a ssist
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2-1 vic
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The win
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the Red
Hawks’
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7-2 fo r the
season
and 2-1 in
the NJAC
standings.
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the final play of the game, a comer portion of
the second half. Their aggression phenomenal save when Rutgerskick.
She had one thought going paid off, as Tanya Groszew scored Newark was awarded a free kick,
through her head. “All I was ten minutes in to the second. After coming out of the box to punch the
thinking was ‘Don’t put it out of th at, it looked like Montclair State ball away and out of dangerous
bounds.’” She kicked and sent the had let their guard down. Jennifer territory. A few minutes later,
ball through the air towards the Kelleher agreed, saying “we played she came out to the top of the
goal. After th at, what happened a little nervous in after they scored goalie box to dive in front of the
ball and stop the
was out of her hands.
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Against Salisbury
Bobby Melok
A ssista n t S p o rts Editor

The Red Hawks were 7-1 life
time against Salisbury including
a come-from-behind win last year.
They improved their record against
th e
Sea
Gulls
with
[M SU
27
a devastat
SA LISB U R Y
3
ing 27-3 vic
tory this past
Saturday.
The game started off in
Montclair’s favor, as they forced
a fumble on Salisbury’s opening
drive.. Salisbury forced the Red
Hawks to punt and kicked a field
goal shortly afterwards.
After the Salisbury Sea Gulls
scored those points of the game this
past Saturday, a fire was lit under
the Red Hawk football team th at
could not be extinguished. After
Salisbury’s field goal in the first
quarter, Montclair State went on to
score 27 unanswered points, their
highest point total of the year.
The Red Hawk offense domi
nated the game, holding the ball for
a total 36 and a h alf minutes of the
game. During this time, the ball
was often in the hands of junior
running back Ryan McCoach. On
32 rushing attem pts, McCoach
gained 176 yards, scoring two
touchdowns along the way. This
earned him the NJAC Offensive
Player of the Week award.
New tran sfer quarterback
Michael Jump held his own, com
pleting 17 of 22 passes, including
two touchdowns to Rashon Walker
and A.J. Letizia. He showed a few

moments of hesitation during the
game, but ultim ately showed how
comfortable he is running the Red
Hawk offense.
Jump had a great target to throw
to in fullback Vin Varcadipane.
Normally a blocker for McCoach,
Varcadipane showed how versatile
he can be as he led the team with
eight receptions dining the game,
moving MSU 45 yards.
MSU’s defense held Salisbury
to 230 yards, 116 less than the Red
Hawks. They did so with help from
standout linebackers Cornell Hunt
and Derrick Simmons. Hunt, a
sophomore, led the team in tackles,
collecting 10 for the game. He also
collected one of Montclair State’s
two sacks. Senior captain Derrick
Simmons was right behind Hunt,
collecting nine tackles.
Red Hawk football will ride
this momentum into Saturday’s
Homecoming game against the
TCNJ Lions. This game continues
the oldest active collegiate rivalry
in New Jersey. The schools first
played in 1929, and have played
every year since, except during
World War II.
The Red Hawks lead the alltimè series, 45-26-2. Six of those
wins have come in thè last seven
years, including a 21-14 victory
last year in Ewing. In th at game,
Ryan McCoach rushed for 75 yards
and two touchdowns. If last year’s
game is any indication, this year’s
match should be nothing short of
exciting, so be sure to make it to
Sprague Field this Saturday night
at 6 p.m for what should be the big
gest game of the year.

Homecoming Prediction

CHANCE OF FUN
Weather: (Rain) 20%. Temp. 60 F
MSU vs. TCNJ all-time record: 45-26-2 (MSU)
F irst Meeting: 1929 (MSU 0, TCNJ 13)
Last Meeting: 2005 (MSU 21, TCNJ 14)

75°/o Chanee of Fun
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